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abstract
A summary is reported on our previous publications about four-dimensional N = 1 su-
persymmetric Spin(10) gauge theory with chiral superfields in the spinor and vector repre-
sentations in the non-Abelian Coulomb phase. Carrying out the method of a-maximization,
we studied decoupling operators in the infrared and the renormalization flow of the theory.
We also give a brief review on the non-Abelian Coulomb phase of the theory after recalling
the unitarity bound and the a-maximization procedure in four-dimensional conformal field
theory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Four-dimensional N = 1 Spin(10) gauge theory with one chiral superfield in the spinor
representation and NQ chiral superfields in the vector representation has rich and intriguing
dynamics. In particular, for no vector representations, supersymmetry is dynamically
broken [1, 2]. For 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21 vectors, the theory is in the non-Abelian Coulomb phase,
and has a dual description at the non-trivial fixed point [3, 4]. It also leads at some points
in the moduli space to the duality [5] between chiral and vector-like gauge theories, as well
as the one discussed in [6]. The analysis has been extended for more spinors in [7].
When an N = 1 supersymmetric theory is in the non-Abelian Coulomb phase, it must
be left invariant under conformal transformations at a non-trivial infrared fixed point, and
N = 1 superconformal symmetry facilitates to obtain some exact results about the theory.
In particular, the scaling dimension D(O) of a gauge invariant chiral primary operator O
can be determined by its U(1)R charge R(O) as
D(O) =
3
2
R(O).
The unitarity of representations of conformal symmetry [8] requires the scaling dimension
D(O) of a scalar field O to satisfy
D(O) ≥ 1.
However, one sometimes encounters a gauge invariant chiral primary spinless operator O
which appears to violate the inequality R(O) ≥ 2/3. It has been discussed that such an
operator decouples as a free field from the remaining interacting system, and an accidental
U(1) symmetry is enhanced in the infrared to fix the U(1)R charge of the operator O to
2/3 [9, 10, 11].
One can see that one of the examples is Spin(7) gauge theory with Nf = 7 spinors
Qi (i = 1, · · · , Nf) and with no superpotential, where electric-magnetic duality was found
for 7 ≤ Nf ≤ 14 in [5]. Its dual or magnetic theory is an SU(Nf − 4) gauge theory with
Nf antifundamentals q¯i and a single symmetric tensor s, along with gauge singlets M
ij ,
which can be identified with QiQj in the electric theory. The superpotential Wmag of the
3
magnetic theory is given by
Wmag =
h˜
µ˜2
M ij q¯i s q¯j +
1
µ˜Nf−7
det s,
where µ˜ is a dimensionful parameter to give the correct mass dimension to M ij , and the
dimensionless parameter h˜ shows up because we assume that the fieldM ij has the canonical
kinetic term.
Since the U(1)R charge of the spinors Q
i is given by 1 − (5/Nf), the gauge invariant
operator M ij appears to violate the unitarity bound for Nf = 7 and therefore propagates
as a free field at the infrared fixed point.
In the magnetic theory, it suggests that the coupling h˜ in the superpotential Wmag goes
to zero in the infrared. Therefore, at the infrared fixed point, the superpotential of the
magnetic theory becomes
WIR =
1
µ˜Nf−7
det s.
Contrary to the electric theory, on the magnetic side, the gauge invariant operator M ij is
an elementary field. Therefore, the vanishing of the coupling h˜ implies that M ij may be a
free field.
On the contrary, suppose that we start with the superpotentialWIR at the infrared fixed
point. The fields q¯i and s are still interacting, and the U(1)R charge 2 − 2(1 − (5/Nf)) =
10/Nf of q¯i s q¯j is greater than 2 − (2/3) for Nf = 7. Let us introduce an elementary
field Mij, which carries U(1)R charge 2/3, as Mij is a free field. Therefore, the interaction
M ij q¯i s q¯j is an irrelevant operator in the superpotential at the infrared fixed point, and it
is consistent with the implication of the unitarity bound for the operator M ij .
One thus sees that the magnetic description yields a simple explanation of the prescrip-
tion [11] for a composite operator hitting the unitarity bound, which has been explained
by using the auxiliary field method [12]. The prescription [11] and the explanation [12]
will be described in section 2.3.
Furthermore, when h˜ vanishes, one no longer has the F-term condition
h˜
µ˜2
q¯i s q¯j =
∂Wmag
∂M ij
= 0,
and thus the gauge invariant operators Nij = q¯i s q¯j becomes a non-trivial chiral primary
operator at the infrared fixed point. One can easily see that the resulting magnetic theory
at the fixed point has a different electric dual from the original electric theory with no
superpotential.
In fact, its electric dual is the same as the original electric theory except that it has the
non-zero superpotential
Wele =
1
µ
NijQ
iQj ,
4
along with free singlets M ij . Thus, one can conclude that these two electric theories are
identical at the infrared fixed point. It also means that the original dual pair of the Spin(7)
gauge theory with no superpotential and the magnetic theory with the superpotentialWmag
flows into another dual pair of the Spin(7) theory with the superpotential Wele and the
magnetic dual with vanishing h˜ in the superpotential in the infrared.
We have thus seen that the U(1)R charge assignments were very important to under-
stand the decoupling operator and the renormalization flow of the theory. However, when
a superconformal field theory is also invariant under other global U(1) symmetries besides
the U(1)R symmetry, which linear combination of those U(1) generators yields the super-
conformal U(1)R symmetry is dynamically determined. In [13], Intriligator and Wecht has
proposed the method of a-maximization to pick up the superconformal U(1)R generator
among all the linear combinations of the U(1) generators.
In this review article, we will give a summary on our previous publications [14, 15] about
the non-Abelian Coulomb phase of four-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric Spin(10)
gauge theories with one and two chiral superfields in the spinor representation andNQ chiral
fields in the vector representation. They are invariant under two global U(1) symmetries,
and one needs to apply a-maximization to determine the superconformal U(1)R symmetry.
In chapter 2, we give a brief review on N = 1 superconformal algebra and its lowest
weight representations. We will discuss the unitarity of representations of the conformal
algebra, following [16, 17] to give the unitarity bound, although a complete derivation [8]
of it will not be given in this article. The relation of chiral primary operators to a chiral
ring will be explained. After giving the definition of the conformal anomalies or the central
charges c and a in four dimensions and recalling their relation [18, 19] to the ’t Hooft
anomalies, we will explain the method of a-maximization [13] in some detail.
In chapter 3, we will review the non-Abelian Coulomb phase of the supersymmetric
Spin(10) theory with one spinor and 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21 vectors [3, 4] in section 3.1 and the
one with two spinors and 6 ≤ NQ ≤ 19 vectors [7] in section 3.2. Their dual descriptions
[3, 4, 7] at the infrared fixed point will briefly be explained. In chapter 4, we will describe
our results obtained by the application of a-maximization to the theories.
In chapter 5, we will discuss consistency checks about our results and their implication
for the renormalization flow of the theories, as discussed above for the Spin(7) theory.
In particular, one will note in the Spin(10) theory that the decoupling meson operator is
given by an elementary field on the magnetic side, which also yields a simple explanation
for the prescription [11], as in the Spin(7) theory. In addition, we will use the auxiliary
field method on the electric side to attempt to describe the decoupling of the composite
meson operator. The flow of the electric-magnetic dual pair into another pair will also be
seen in the Spin(10) theory.
Chapter 6 will be devoted to our summary and outlook.
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Chapter 2
N = 1 Superconformal Field Theory
2.1 N = 1 Superconformal Algebra
In this section, we will briefly review basic facts about four-dimensional N = 1 supercon-
formal algebra. They will frequently be used in the rest of this article.
Conformal transformations are defined, upon acting on the spacetime coordinates xµ,
as those preserving the metric ηµν up to an overall nowhere-zero function Ω
2(x). The
metric ηµν thus transforms under a conformal transformation as
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν → ds′2 = ηµνdx
′µdx′ν = Ω2(x)ηµνdx
µdxν . (2.1)
They all are generated by the infinitesimal transformations
Lorentz transformation : x′µ = xµ − ωµνxν ,
Dilatation (Dilation) : x′µ = (1− ε)xµ,
Translation : x′µ = xµ + aµ,
Special conformal transformation : x′µ = xµ − 2bνxνxµ + bµxνxν ,
(2.2)
and thus the generators of them can be read as
Lorentz transformation : Mµν = −i(xµ∂ν − xν∂µ),
Dilatation (Dilation) : D = ixν∂ν ,
Translation : Pµ = −i∂µ,
Special conformal transformation : Kµ = −i(x2∂µ − 2xµxν∂ν),
(2.3)
as a representation on the spacetime coordinates xµ. They satisfy the commutation rela-
tions
[Mµν , Mρσ] = i (ηµρMνσ − ηµσMνρ − ηνρMµσ + ηνσMµρ) ,
[Mµν , Pρ] = i(ηµρPν − ηνρPµ), [Mµν , Kρ] = i(ηµρKν − ηνρKµ), (2.4)
[D, Pµ] = −iPµ, [D, Kµ] = iKµ, [D, Mµν ] = 0,
[Pµ, Pν ] = [Kµ, Kν ] = 0, [Pµ, Kν ] = −2i (ηµνD +Mµν) .
6
(1) d = j1 = j2 = 0
(2) j1 6= 0, j2 6= 0, d > j1 + j2 + 2
(3) j1j2 = 0, d > j1 + j2 + 1
(4) j1 6= 0, j2 6= 0, d = j1 + j2 + 2
(5) j1j2 = 0, d = j1 + j2 + 1
Table 2.1: Unitary irreducible representations
They are isomorphic to the Lie algebra of SO(2, 4), whose generators SAB (A,B = −1, · · · , 4)
satisfy
[SAB, SCD] = i (ηACSBD − ηADSBC − ηBCSAD + ηBDSAC) , (2.5)
where ηab = diag(−1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1). With the identification
Sµν =Mµν , Sµ−1 =
1
2
(Pµ +Kµ), Sµ 4 =
1
2
(Pµ −Kµ), S−1 4 = D, (2.6)
the algebra (2.5) is rewritten as the commutation relations (2.4) of the conformal algebra.
Considering a unitary representation of the conformal algebra (2.4) reveals a bound
on its conformal dimension d - the eigenvalue of the dilatation operator D. All unitary
irreducible representations with non-negative energy has been classified by Mack [8]. It
was shown that such a representation always has the lowest weight state, and that all the
representations are sorted into five classes, which are labeled by the conformal dimension d
and the spins (j1, j2) of the Lorentz group SL(2,C) of their lowest weight states, as listed
in Table 2.1.
One can see from Table 2.1 that apart from the trivial identity operator in (1), the
conformal dimension d of an operator should satisfy
d ≥ 1 for scalar, d ≥
3
2
for spinor, d ≥ 3 for vector, (2.7)
depending on the spin (j1, j2) of the operator. These bounds on conformal dimensions are
imposed by the unitarity of representations and are referred to as the unitarity bound. The
inequalities are saturated if and only if their fields are free for the scalar and the spinor
case. For the vector case, the equality is satisfied by a gauge invariant conserved current.
We will frequently use the unitarity bound for a scalar field in our analysis in the following
chapters.
We therefore will sketch a derivation of the unitary bounds. For a complete proof and
detailed discussions1, see [8, 16, 17]. The maximal compact subalgebra of the SO(2, 4) is
given by SO(2) × SO(4), whose generators can be taken as S−10 for the SO(2) and Sab
1 Further restrictions have been discussed very recently in [20, 21, 22]
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(a, b = 1, · · · , 4) for the SO(4). The remaining generators of the SO(2, 4) are S−1a and
S0a, which are combined to define
E±a = (Sa−1 ∓ iSa0) , (2.8)
transforming in the representation (±1, 4), respectively under the SO(2)×SO(4) rotations.
From the commutation relations (2.5), one can see that these generators E±a satisfy[
E−a , E
+
b
]
= 2 (δab S−10 − i Sab) . (2.9)
One thus, may regard E+a and E
−
a as a raising operator and a lowering operator, respec-
tively. Since we assume that the generators SAB are all hermitian, E
+
a and E
−
a are adjoint
to each other; (E±a )
†
= E∓a .
The SO(4) algebra is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of SU(2)×SU(2), and the generators
are given by two copies of SU(2) generators S
(1)
i , S
(2)
i (i = 1, 2, 3) defined by
S
(1)
i =
1
2
(
1
2
ǫikl4Skl − Si4
)
, S
(2)
i =
1
2
(
1
2
ǫikl4Skl + Si4
)
. (2.10)
A state of a unitary irreducible representation of the SO(2)×SO(4) algebra is specified with
eigenvalue d of S−10 and two pairs of spin quantum numbers (j1, m1) and (j2, m2), and is
denoted as |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉. In particular, for the lowest weight state |d; j1,−j1; j2,−j2〉
of the unitary irreducible representation, we will adopt a convention of writing simply
|d, j1, j2〉 as shorthand.
A unitary irreducible representation of the SO(2, 4) algebra may be given by a set of uni-
tary irreducible representations of the SO(2)×SO(4) subalgebra. The unitary irreducible
representations of the SO(2)× SO(4) can be specified by the lowest weight state |d, j1, j2〉
of each of them. A unitary irreducible representation of the SO(2)× SO(4) contained in
a unitary irreducible representation of the SO(2, 4) algebra may be mapped by the ladder
operators E±a into another unitary irreducible representation of the SO(2)× SO(4) in the
same representation of the SO(2, 4) algebra.
Among unitary irreducible representations of the SO(2)×SO(4) in a unitary irreducible
representation of the SO(2, 4) algebra, let us pick up the unitary irreducible representation
of the SO(2)×SO(4) specified by the lowest weight state |d, j1, j2〉 with the lowest value of
d. Since the lowering operators E−a carry charge −1 of the SO(2), the lowest weight state
|d, j1, j2〉 must be annihilated by the E−a , because there are no lowest weight states with
lower eigenvalues of S−10 than d in the unitary irreducible representation of the SO(2, 4).
Then the first non-trivial state one would like to study about its unitarity would be
E+a |d, j1, j2〉. The unitarity requires the matrix
M(m′
1
,m′
2
,a) (m1,m2,b) = 〈d; j1, m
′
1; j2, m
′
2|E
−
a E
+
b |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉
= 〈d; j1, m
′
1; j2, m
′
2|
[
E−a , E
+
b
]
|d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉 (2.11)
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to be positive definite, ifE+a |d, j1, j2〉 is not vanishing. The commutator gives 2 (δab S−10 − i Sab).
Following Minwalla’s trick [16], let us recall that −iSab may be rewritten as
−iSab = −
i
2
(δacδbd − δadδbc)Scd =
1
2
(Scd)ab Scd
and that ((Scd)ab) is a matrix in the representation 4 of Scd. The representation 4 of the
SO(4) algebra is the spins (j1 = 1/2, j2 = 1/2) of the isomorphic SU(2)× SU(2) algebra,
and the matrices (δab) and ((Scd)ab) can be regarded as the matrix elements of the identity
operator and the generator Scd;
δab → 〈α
′
1, α
′
2| 1l |α1, α2〉 ,
(Scd)ab → 〈α
′
1, α
′
2|Scd |α1, α2〉 , (2.12)
where the state |α1, α2〉 is a shorthand for |j1 = 1/2, α1; j2 = 1/2, α2〉, and the similar
shorthand was also used for the bra states. The matrix M(m′
1
,m′
2
,a) (m1,m2,b) is then given by
the operator 21l⊗D+Scd⊗Scd sandwiched by the bra 〈α
′
1, α
′
2| ⊗ 〈d; j1, m
′
1; j2, m
′
2| and the
ket |α1, α2〉 ⊗ |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉. The tensor product Scd ⊗ Scd may be rewritten as
Scd ⊗ Scd =
1
2
[
(Scd ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ Scd)
2 − (Scd ⊗ 1l)
2 − (1l⊗ Scd)
2] ,
and one thus finds that the matrix M(m′
1
,m′
2
,a) (m1,m2,b) is given by
〈α′1, α
′
2, m
′
1, m
′
2| 2
[
1l⊗D +
1
4
[
(Scd ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ Scd)
2 − (Scd ⊗ 1l)
2 − (1l⊗ Scd)
2]] |α1, α2, m1, m2〉
with a shorthand |α1, α2, m1, m2〉 for |α1, α2〉 ⊗ |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉 and 〈α′1, α
′
2, m
′
1, m
′
2| for
〈α′1, α
′
2| ⊗ 〈d; j1, m
′
1; j2, m
′
2|. The ket |α1, α2〉 ⊗ |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉 is in the representation
(1
2
, 1
2
)⊗ (j1, j2), which is decomposed into irreducible representations as
(j1 +
1
2
, j2 +
1
2
)⊕ (j1 +
1
2
, j2 −
1
2
)⊕ (j1 −
1
2
, j2 +
1
2
)⊕ (j1 −
1
2
, j2 −
1
2
)
for j1 ≥ 1/2 and j2 ≥ 1/2. Using elementary facts of the SU(2) spin operators
1
4
(Scd)
2 =
3∑
i=1
[(
S
(1)
i
)2
+
(
S
(2)
i
)2]
and
3∑
i=1
(Si)
2 |j,m〉 = j(j + 1) |j,m〉 ,
one can see that, among the operators in the above expression of the matrixM(m′
1
,m′
2
,a) (m1,m2,b),
only (Scd ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ Scd)
2 depends on the above irreducible representations to give its eigen-
values. The contribution from the other operators yields
2
[
d− 2×
3
4
− j1(j1 + 1)− j2(j2 + 1)
]
,
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and the operator (Scd ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ Scd)
2 takes the minimal value in (j1−
1
2
, j2−
1
2
) for j1 ≥ 1/2
and j2 ≥ 1/2 among the four irreducible representations to contribute
2
[
(j1 −
1
2
)(j1 +
1
2
) + (j2 −
1
2
)(j2 +
1
2
)
]
to the matrix M(m′
1
,m′
2
,a) (m1,m2,b). One obtains the total contribution
2 (d− j1 − j2 − 2)
to it. For j = j1 ≥ 1/2 and j2 = 0, or for j = j2 ≥ 1/2 and j1 = 0, the minimal value of
(Scd ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ Scd)
2 similarly contributes
2
[
(j −
1
2
)(j +
1
2
) +
3
4
]
to give the total contribution
2
[
d+ (j −
1
2
)(j +
1
2
)− j(j + 1)−
3
4
]
= 2 (d− j − 1) ,
while it is obvious that the total contribution is 2d for a scalar j1 = j2 = 0.
The requirement that the eigenvalues of the matrix M(m′
1
,m′
2
,a) (m1,m2,b) be non-negative
gives the inequalities
d ≥ j1 + j2 + 2 (j1 ≥
1
2
, j2 ≥
1
2
),
d ≥ j + 1 (j = j1 ≥
1
2
, j2 = 0 or j1 = 0, j = j2 ≥
1
2
),
d ≥ 0 (j1 = 0, j2 = 0). (2.13)
The equality is satisfied by the trivial state
E+a |d, j1, j2〉 = 0. (2.14)
Converting the vector index of E+a to a pair of spinor indices (α1, α2) of the SU(2)×SU(2),
and also |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉 to |d; β1, · · · , β2j1 ; γ1, · · · , γ2j2〉, one can make the condition (2.14)
more precise. In fact, for j1 ≥
1
2
, j2 ≥
1
2
, since the irreducible representation (j1−
1
2
, j2−
1
2
)
gives the minimal eigenvalue, the condition (2.14) means the contraction of both the indices
α1 and α2 with the ones of the state to form the (j1 −
1
2
, j2 −
1
2
) appropriately. For the
remaining cases but the j1 = j2 = 0, the contraction is done for either of the indices.
There is no contraction for j1 = j2 = 0, and (2.14) means that the representation with
d = j1 = j2 = 0 must be one-dimensional.
The inequalities (2.13) are the necessary condition for the lowest weight representation
to be unitary, but it is also the sufficient condition except for the scalar case j1 = j2 = 0,
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which has been proved by Mack [8]. The inequalities (2.13) for those cases are referred to
as the unitarity bounds, as mentioned before.
In order to obtain the unitarity bound for j1 = j2 = 0, among the next non-trivial
states, let us take the state
∑
aE
+
a E
+
a |d, j1 = 0, j2 = 0〉 to calculate the norm∑
a,b
〈d, 0, 0|E−a E
−
a E
+
b E
+
b |d, 0, 0〉 = 32 〈d, 0, 0|
[
(S−10)
2 − S−10
]
|d, 0, 0〉
= 32
(
d2 − d
)
〈d, 0, 0 |d, 0, 0〉 . (2.15)
The unitarity then requires that
d(d− 1) ≥ 0. (2.16)
Therefore, if a state |d, j1 = 0, j2 = 0〉 is not trivial, the unitarity requires that
d ≥ 1. (2.17)
It is the unitarity bound [8] for a scalar field. In particular, the equality d = 1 is satisfied
if and only if
4∑
a=1
E+a E
+
a |d, 0, 0〉 = 0. (2.18)
So far we have been discussing eigenvalues of the operator S−10, as well as spins (j1, j2)
of the SO(4) subalgebra, but we would like to relate them to eigenvalue of the dilatation
generator D = S−14 of the SO(1, 1) subgroup and spins of the algebra of the Lorentz group
SO(1, 3). It can be done by a similarity transformation [17] exchanging the coordinates x0
and x4. In fact, the similarity transformation
iS0J = e
pi
2
S40S4Je
−pi
2
S40 , iS4J = e
pi
2
S40S0Je
−pi
2
S40 ,
SIJ = e
pi
2
S40SIJe
−pi
2
S40 , S40 = e
pi
2
S40S40e
−pi
2
S40 , (I, J = −1, 1, 2, 3) (2.19)
relates the operators D, Pµ and Kµ to S−10, E
±
a as
D = −ie
pi
2
S40S−10e
−pi
2
S40 ,
iP0 = e
pi
2
S40E+4 e
−pi
2
S40 , Pi = e
pi
2
S40E+i e
−pi
2
S40 ,
iK0 = e
pi
2
S40E−4 e
−pi
2
S40 , Ki = e
pi
2
S40E−i e
−pi
2
S40 . (2.20)
Incidentally, the spin operators J
(1)
i , J
(2)
i (i = 1, 2, 3) of the Lorentz group SO(1, 3) are
given by
J
(1)
i =
1
2
(
1
2
ǫiklMkl − iMi0
)
, J
(2)
i =
1
2
(
1
2
ǫiklMkl + iMi0
)
,
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and they are related to the SO(4) spin operators S
(1)
i , S
(2)
i (i = 1, 2, 3) as
J
(1)
i = e
pi
2
S40S
(1)
i e
−pi
2
S40 , J
(2)
i = e
pi
2
S40S
(2)
i e
−pi
2
S40 . (2.21)
One then finds that an eigenstate |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉 of the original operators can be
mapped to |d; j1, m1; j2, m2) = exp((π/2)S40) |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉, which is an eigenstate
2
of D, JL3 and J
R
3 . In particular, one can see that the state |d; j1, m1; j2, m2d, j1, j2) has
Lorentz spins (j1, m1; j2, m2), and
D |d; j1, m1; j2, m2) = −ie
pi
2
S40S−10 |d; j1, m1; j2, m2〉 = −id |d; j1, m1; j2, m2) . (2.22)
It means that under a dilatation xµ → e−axµ = eiaDxµ, the state |d; j1, m1; j2, m2) trans-
forms as
|d; j1, m1; j2, m2) → e
da |d; j1, m1; j2, m2) , (2.23)
which is consistent with the fact that it carries conformal dimension d in the usual sense 3.
Therefore, the conformal dimension d of a scalar state |d, j1 = 0, j2 = 0) must satisfy the
unitarity bound (2.17). Since the state
∑4
a=1 E
+
a E
+
a |d, 0, 0〉 is transformed by the similarity
transformation (2.19) to be (−P0P0 +
∑3
i=1 PiPi) |d, 0, 0), the condition (2.18) for d = 1
yields
ηµνPµPν |d, 0, 0〉 = 0. (2.24)
If one may regard the state |d, 0, 0) as φ(0) |0, 0, 0) with a scalar field φ(x), it suggests that
∂µ∂µφ(x) = 0, (2.25)
which is the free Klein-Gordon equation of a massless scalar field. The equality of the
unitarity bound (2.17) is thus satisfied if and only if the field is free 4.
Let us proceed to the superconformal algebra. Besides the generators of the conformal
algebra, there are the supersymmetry generator Qα, the superconformal generator Sα˙, and
the superconformal U(1)R generator R, which satisfy the commutation relations
{Qα, Q
†
β˙
} = 2σµαβ˙Pµ, {Sα, S
†
β˙
} = 2σµαβ˙Kµ,
[Qα, K
µ] = σµαβ˙S
†β˙ , [Sα, P
µ] = σµαβ˙Q
†β˙,
[D,Qα] = −
i
2
Qα, [D,Sα] = +
i
2
Sα, [R,Qα] = −Qα, [R, Sα] = +Sα,
[Qα,M
µν ] = iσµνα
βQβ , [Sα,M
µν ] = iσµνα
βSβ,
{Sα, Q
β} = −δα
β(2iD + 3R)− 2iσµνα
βMµν . (2.26)
2In order for the generators D, Pµ, Kµ, Mµν to be hermitian, one needs to take the dual basis to be
(d; j1,m1; j2,m2| = 〈d; j1,m1; j2,m2| exp((pi/2)S40), as explained in [17].
3 Previously, we have referred to eigenvalue of the operator D not iD as conformal dimension less
rigorously. But, this is the definition of conformal dimension, which we will use henceforth.
4 For (j1 = 1/2, j2 = 0) or (j1 = 0, j2 = 1/2), the condition (2.14) yields a free Dirac equation, while
for (j1 = 1, j2 = 0) or (j1 = 0, j2 = 1), it gives a free Maxwell equation. Finally, for (j1 = 1/2, j2 = 1/2),
one finds the conservation law of a gauge invariant current.
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The superconformal algebra is isomorphic to the Lie superalgebra of SU(2, 2|1). In ad-
dition to conformal dimension d and spins j1,2, the superconformal U(1)R charge r - the
eigenvalue of R - is used to specify a unitary irreducible representation with its lowest
weight (d, j1, j2, r).
Since the superconformal algebra never closes without the superconformal U(1)R gener-
ator R, any superconformal field theory must be invariant under the superconformal U(1)R
transformation. Note that the superconformal U(1)R generator R is unambiguously deter-
mined as in the right hand side of the commutation relation {Sα, Q
β}. Therefore, even in
a case where a superconformal field theory has more than one global U(1) symmetry, the
superconformal U(1)R charge should be singled out uniquely.
When a gauge theory is conformal invariant, it resides at an infrared fixed point, where
the beta function of the gauge coupling g must vanish. The NSVZ exact beta function of
the coupling constant g of a gauge group G is given in [23] by
β(g) = −
g3
16π2
3T (G)−
∑
i T (ri)(1− γi)
1− T (G)(g2/8π2)
, (2.27)
where γi is the anomalous dimension of a matter field labeled by i. T (ρi) denotes the index
of its representation ρi, and T (G) is the index of the adjoint representation
5. Its vanishing
at the IR fixed point implies that the anomalous dimensions should satisfy
3T (G)−
∑
i
T (ri)(1− γi) = 0. (2.28)
The anomalous dimension γi at the infrared fixed point is related to the conformal dimen-
sion as Di = 1+γi/2, and further can be given in terms of the U(1)R charge by γi = 3Ri−2,
jumping ahead to (2.33). Thus, the equation (2.28) can be rewritten as
T (G) +
∑
i
T (ri)(Ri − 1) = 0. (2.29)
This is exactly the same as the anomaly free condition of the superconformal U(1)R sym-
metry. It guarantees that the superconformal U(1)R symmetry at the infrared fixed point
does not suffer from anomalies caused by the gauge interaction.
In a superconformal field theory, several fields with different Lorentz spins are trans-
formed with each other under superconformal transformations and form a superconformal
multiplet. A local operator O(x) with the lowest conformal dimension in a supercon-
formal multiplet is called a primary operator. It is known6 that the other operators in
the same irreducible superconformal multiplet can be obtained by successively acting the
supersymmetry generators Qα and Q
†
α˙ on the primary operator.
Taking account of the commutation relations [D,Qα] = −
i
2
Qα and [D,Sα] = +
i
2
Sα in
(2.26), one may regard the supersymmetry generators Qα, Q
†
α˙ as raising operators to raise
5In our convention, trρ(T
A
ρ T
B
ρ ) = T (ρ)δ
AB with the normalization T (G) = N for G = SU(N).
6For a review on superconformal transformations, see e.g., [24].
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conformal dimension, and the superconformal generators Sα, S
†
α˙ as lowering operators. In
fact, one can confirm this for an operatorO of conformal dimension d by the Jacobi identity
[D, [Qα,O}} = [[D,Qα],O}+ [Qα, [D,O}}
= −
i
2
[Qα,O} − id[Qα,O} = −i
(
d+
1
2
)
[Qα,O}. (2.30)
Similarly, the commutation relations [D,Q†α˙] = −
i
2
Q†α and [D,S
†
α˙] = +
i
2
S†α˙ suggest that
Q†α˙ and S
†
α˙ are raising and lowering operators, respectively.
As a primary operator has the lowest conformal dimension, it must satisfy the primary
condition
[Sα, O(0)} = [S
†
α˙, O(0)} = 0. (2.31)
When the primary operator also satisfies the chiral condition
[Q†α˙,O(0)} = 0, (2.32)
it is referred to as a chiral primary operator.
A detailed study of unitary irreducible representations of the superconformal algebra
[25, 26] shows that the inequality
D(O) ≥
3
2
R(O)
must be satisfied for any local scalar operator O(x), where D(O) and R(O) are the confor-
mal dimension and the U(1)R charge of the operator O(x), respectively. It is remarkable
that the equality
D(O) =
3
2
R(O) (2.33)
is satisfied if and only if O(x) is a chiral primary operator.
Therefore, in particular, if the chiral primary operator carries no spin (j1, j2) = (0, 0),
the unitarity bound (2.17) means that
R(O) ≥
2
3
. (2.34)
In fact, one can obtain the equality (2.33) for a chiral primary operator O by calculating
[{S†α˙, Q†
β˙
},O] in two different ways. On one hand, by using the commutation relation of
the generators, one finds that
[{S†α˙, Q†
β˙
},O] = [−δα˙β˙(2iD − 3R)− 2iσ¯µν
α˙
β˙M
µν ,O]
= −δα˙β˙(2d− 3r)O. (2.35)
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On the other hand, by using the Jacobi identity
[{S†α˙, Q†
β˙
},O] = {[Q†
β˙
,O], S†α˙}+ {[S†α˙,O], Q†
β˙
}, (2.36)
one can see that it vanishes due to the chiral condition and the primary condition. Thus,
if O(x) is a chiral primary operator, the equality (2.33) is satisfied.
The relation (2.33) implies a striking fact - the additivity of the conformal dimensions
of chiral primary operators. Since the U(1)R charge of the product of operators O1 and O2
is the sum of the charge of each operator;
R(O1O2) = R(O1) +R(O2),
their conformal dimensions must also be additive;
D(O1O2) = D(O1) +D(O2).
It suggests that the product of two chiral primary operators does not cause a singularity.
Since a product of chiral primary operators at a spacetime point is well-defined without
any singularities - just a multiplication of them, all chiral primary operators can form a
ring. In a supersymmetric gauge theory with a non-trivial infrared fixed point, it is in fact
convenient to consider the set of all the chiral operators, which are not necessarily primary,
and to introduce a quotient of the set by an equivalence relation, which we will refer to
as a chiral ring. An equivalence class of the chiral ring is mapped into a chiral primary
operator, as will be seen just below.
A chiral operator O satisfies the chiral condition
[Q†α˙,O} = 0. (2.37)
Then, we introduce the equivalence relation
O ≃ O + [Q†α˙, X
α˙}, (2.38)
where X α˙ is an arbitrary gauge invariant operator which satisfies[
Q†
β˙
, [Q†α˙, X
α˙}
}
= 0. (2.39)
The chiral ring is the set consisting of all the gauge invariant chiral operators with the
identification (2.38).
The term [Q†α˙, X
α˙} in (2.38) is not primary, because its conformal dimension is greater
than that of X α˙, as Q†α˙ carries conformal dimension a half. Since X
α˙ and [Q†α˙, X
α˙} reside
in the same superconformal multiplet, [Q†α˙, X
α˙} is not primary. Conversely, a chiral non-
primary operator O of conformal dimension d and the superconformal U(1)R charge r can
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be rewritten in a form [Q†α˙, X
α˙}. In fact, from (2.35) and (2.36) together with the chiral
condition (2.32), one can show 7 that
O = −
1
2(2d− 3r)
{Q†
β˙
, [S†α˙,O]}, (2.40)
where we used the fact that 2d > 3r for a non-primary operator. It thus concludes that
an equivalence class of the chiral ring corresponds to a chiral primary operator 8.
The condition (2.38) can be rewritten in terms of a chiral superfield Φ as
Φ ≃ Φ + D¯2Z, (2.41)
with D¯2 = D¯α˙D¯α˙/2, where the supercovariant derivative D¯α˙ is defined by using superspace
coordinates (x, θ, θ¯) as
D¯α˙ =
∂
∂θ¯α˙
+ iθασµαα˙∂µ.
This indicates that the lowest component of D¯2 term is chiral but vanishes in the chiral
ring.
Since it is generically formidable to consider the chiral ring at a non-trivial infrared
fixed point, one often considers the chiral ring at the ultraviolet cutoff, which is referred
to as a classical chiral ring. In the classical chiral ring, one assumes that a relation among
gauge invariant operators is determined by the classical equations of motion. One can see
that the equations of motion
D¯2(Φ†eV ) +
∂W (Φ)
∂Φ
= 0, (2.42)
of the chiral superfield Φ yields the F -term condition
∂W (Φ)
∂Φ
≃ 0, (2.43)
as a defining equation of the classical chiral ring 9. However, the classical defining equation
(2.43) may be modified quantum mechanically. This deformed chiral ring is called a quan-
tum chiral ring, which corresponds to the set of the chiral primary operators, as discussed
previously.
7Here, we assumed that O is a Lorentz scalar for simplicity.
8The correspondence can also be seen by explicitly constructing a representation of the superconformal
algebra on field operators. For a review, see e.g., [24].
9Among gauge invariant operators including gaugino superfield Wα ∝ D¯2[e−VDαeV ], there are other
relations [27, 28] determined by
WAα (T
A)ab φ
b ∝ D¯2
[
e−VDα(e
V φ)
]a
∼ 0, (2.44)
where the matter field φa in the representation ρ is labeled by the gauge index a, and TA is the generator
of the gauge group in the representation ρ.
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2.2 Central Charges in Four-Dimensional Conformal
Field Theories
In two-dimensional conformal field theories (CFTs), the central charge c of the Virasoro
algebra plays an important role. In a curved background, it is related to the trace anomaly
as
〈T µµ〉 = −
c
12
R, (2.45)
where R is the scalar curvature. In a four-dimensional conformal field theory, one also uses
the trace anomaly to define the analogs of the two-dimensional central charge c.
In four dimensions, the Weyl tensor Cµνρσ is given in terms of the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ
as
Cµνρσ = Rµνρσ −
1
2
(gµσRνρ − gµρRνσ − gνσRµρ + gνρRµσ) +
1
3
(gµσgνρ − gµρgνσ)R. (2.46)
Using the dual R˜µνρσ = εµναβερσγδRαβγδ/4 of the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ, the Euler den-
sity is defined by (1/16π2)RµνρσR˜
µνρσ. The trace anomaly in a four-dimensional curved
background is then calculated to be
〈T µµ〉 =
c
16π2
CµνρσC
µνρσ −
a
16π2
RµνρσR˜
µνρσ. (2.47)
The coefficients a and c are supposed to play a similar role to the two-dimensional c, and
are thus called the central charges of the four-dimensional CFT.
In a four-dimensional superconformal field theory, since one has the energy-momentum
tensor Tµν and the U(1)R current J
µ
R, the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients TrR
3 and TrR can
be defined as the coefficients of the divergence of the three-point functions 〈JµRJ
ν
RJ
ρ
R〉 and
〈JλRT
µνT ρσ〉, respectively. Interestingly, the central charges c and a are related to these
coefficients TrR3 and TrR [18, 19] via
a =
3
32
(
3TrR3 − TrR
)
, (2.48)
c =
1
32
(
9TrR3 − 5TrR
)
. (2.49)
When an asymptotically free gauge theory becomes strongly interacting in the infrared,
generically at a non-trivial infrared fixed point, it is difficult to calculate these coefficients
TrR3 and TrR, let alone the central charges c and a. However, using the ’t Hooft anomaly
matching condition, the coefficients TrR3 and TrR in the infrared can be obtained by
calculating them in terms of elementary fields at high energies. In fact, one can find that
TrR3 =
∑
i
(Ri)
3, TrR =
∑
i
Ri, (2.50)
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where Ri is the superconformal U(1)R charge of an elementary chiral fermion ψi.
In two-dimensional conformal field theory, there is Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem [29]. Let
us recall the c-theorem by considering an renormalization group (RG) flow connecting a
ultraviolet (UV) fixed point to an infrared (IR) fixed point. One has a two-dimensional
conformal field theory with the central charge cUV at the UV fixed point and also the one
with the central charge cIR at the IR fixed point. The RG flow is described by the coupling
constants gi(t) at the energy scale e−tΛ, and its gradient is given by their beta functions
βi(g).
Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem then states that there exists a function c(gi(t)) connecting
cUV with cIR, which monotonically decreases throughout the RG flow;
c(giUV) = cUV, c(g
i
IR) = cIR,
d
dt
c(t) ≡ −βi(g)
∂
∂gi
c(g) ≤ 0, (2.51)
where giUV and g
i
IR are the values of the couplings at the UV and IR fixed point, respectively.
The inequality is saturated only at the fixed points. The existence of such a function c(g)
insures that the central charge at the IR fixed point is always not greater than that at the
UV fixed point;
cIR ≤ cUV. (2.52)
The c-theorem is consistent with the interpretation that the central charge measures the
number of the degrees of freedom of a CFT. Through the RG flow, massive modes are
integrated out and the number of the degrees of freedom decreases.
An extension of Zamolodchikov’s c-theorem to four-dimensional CFTs has been pro-
posed in [30]. In a four-dimensional conformal theory, as the counterpart of the two-
dimensional central charge, either of the anomaly coefficients a and c in (2.47) may be
chosen. The anomaly coefficient c is known to violate the inequality cIR ≤ cUV in some
examples. On the other hand, it is known that aIR ≤ aUV is satisfied in a large class of
four-dimensional field theories. Therefore, the anomaly coefficient a was expected to satisfy
a four-dimensional analog of the c-theorem, and the conjecture is called the “a-theorem
conjecture”. There has been much evidence found for the conjecture so far.
However, strikingly, a counter-example was found by [31] recently 10 to rule out the
a-theorem conjecture. However, since it is known that the a-theorem conjecture is satisfied
in a quite large class of four-dimensional field theories, it is conceivable that a variant of
the a-theorem conjecture may be satisfied in four-dimensional conformal field theory 11.
2.3 a-Maximization
In section 2.1, we have explained that the conformal dimension of a chiral primary operator
is exactly determined by its U(1)R charge as in (2.33). Therefore, it is very important to
10Only one counter-example is known at present.
11 For a recent overview of the subject and a-maximization, see [32].
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know the superconformal U(1)R charges of all the chiral primary operators in a four-
dimensional superconformal field theory.
Let us suppose that in a four-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory, there is only
one global U(1) symmetry rotating the gaugino in the ultraviolet, and that the gauge theory
flows into a non-trivial fixed point in the infrared. If no additional global U(1) symmetry
is enhanced in the infrared, the global U(1) symmetry itself yields the superconformal
U(1)R symmetry at the infrared fixed point. Therefore, from the U(1) charge assignment
of the elementary fields, one can read the superconformal U(1)R charges of gauge invariant
operators.
However, besides the U(1) symmetry, if there are additional global U(1) symmetries
in the ultraviolet, one cannot a priori determine which linear combination of the global
U(1) symmetries gives the superconformal U(1)R symmetry at the infrared fixed point,
even though no U(1) symmetry enhancement occurs. Intriligator and Wecht have given
a prescription in [13] to pick up the superconformal U(1)R symmetry among all the lin-
ear combinations of the global U(1) symmetries. In this section, we will explain their
prescription i.e., a-maximization.
As mentioned above, let us suppose that a supersymmetric gauge theory with more
than one anomaly-free U(1) symmetry flows into its non-trivial infrared fixed point. Let
us denote the U(1) transformation rotating the gaugino as U(1)λ. One then can choose
the rest of the U(1) transformations so that the gaugino are left invariant under them. Let
us label them by I and denote them as U(1)I . At the infrared fixed point, if there occurs
no additional U(1) symmetry enhancement, the superconformal U(1)R symmetry should
be a linear combination of the U(1) symmetries. In particular, the U(1)R charge RO of an
operator O may be given by the flavor U(1)I charges FOI and the U(1)λ charge ΛO of O
as
RO(x) = ΛO +
∑
I
xIFOI , (2.53)
where xI taking a real value determines which linear combination of the U(1) symmetries
yields the superconformal U(1)R symmetry.
The superconformal U(1)R symmetry is distinguished from the other linear combina-
tions of the global U(1) symmetries by the fact that its U(1)R current is in the same
superconformal multiplet as the energy-momentum tensor. The fact has another conse-
quence that the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficient TrFIR(x)R(x) of the three-point function
with the U(1)I current inserted at one vertex and the U(1)R current at each of the two
remaining vertices is related to the one TrFI with the same U(1)I current at one vertex
and the energy-momentum tensor at each of the remaining two vertices. More precisely,
one has
9TrFIR(x)R(x) = TrFI . (2.54)
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Let us briefly explain the relation (2.54). See [13] for more detail. Generically, even in
a non-supersymmetric field theory, coupling each current jµi (i = 1, 2) of two global U(1)
symmetries to a background gauge field Aiµ with the field strength F
i
µν in a background
metric gµν , causes the non-conservation of the current j
µ
i due to their ’t Hooft anomalies;
for example,
∂µj
µ
1 =
k111
48π2
F 1
µν
F˜ 1µν +
k112
16π2
F 1
µν
F˜ 2µν +
k122
16π2
F 2
µν
F˜ 2µν +
k1
384π2
RµνρσR˜µνρσ, (2.55)
where k111, k112, k122, and k1 are the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients. Let us return to our
supersymmetric theory. Taking the current jµ1 to be one of the U(1) symmetries other than
U(1)R, turning off the background A
1
µ, and regarding the background A
2
µ as that coupled
to the U(1)R current, one can see that
∂µj
µ
I =
1
16π2
[TrFIR(x)R(x)] F
µνF˜µν +
1
384π2
[TrFI ] R
µνρσR˜µνρσ, (2.56)
where we denoted jµ1 as j
µ
I , and F
2
µν was rewritten as Fµν .
In the superfield formalism, the background field strength Fµν coupled to the U(1)R
current and the background curvature Rµνρσ forms the superWeyl tensor Wαβγ as compo-
nents. The current jµI is also given by a component of a current superfield JI as
jµI = σ
µ
αβ˙
[
∇α, ∇β˙
]
JI |θ=0 . (2.57)
In this background, it was discussed in [13] that the current superfield JI satisfies
D
2
JI =
1
384π2
[TrFI ]
1
2
WαβγW
αβγ . (2.58)
Then, one can deduce that
∂µj
µ
I = −
i
4
[
∇2, ∇
2
]
JI |θ=0 =
1
384π2
[TrFI ]
[
8
3
F µνF˜µν +R
µνρσR˜µνρσ
]
. (2.59)
It can be compared to (2.56), which proves (2.54).
Instead of the non-trivial background metric and gauge field coupled to the U(1)R
current, turning on background gauge fields AIµ with the field strength F
I
µν coupled to the
rest of the global U(1) currents, the non-conservation of the U(1)R current j
µ
R is found to
be
∂µj
µ
R =
1
16π2
∑
I,J
[TrR(x)FIFJ ] F
IµνF˜ Jµν .
It has been discussed in [18] that the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficient TrRFIFJ is proportional
to a positive definite matrix τ IJ appearing in the two-point function
〈jIµ(x)j
J
ν (0)〉 =
1
16π4
τ IJ (ηµν∂
ρ∂ρ − ∂µ∂ν)
(
1
x4
)
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of the U(1)I current j
I
µ and the U(1)J current j
J
µ . More precisely, one has
TrR(x)FIFJ = −
1
3
τ IJ .
Regarding TrRFIFJ as a matrix with indices I and J , one can see that it is negative
definite; Schematically,
TrR(x)FIFJ < 0. (2.60)
As we have seen so thus, the linear combination of the global U(1) symmetries giving
the superconformal U(1)R symmetry should satisfy the conditions (2.54) and (2.60). On
the contrary, if one regards the equation (2.53) as parametrizing all the combinations of the
U(1) symmetries with the parameters xI , instead of the definite values xI , the solution xI
to the equations (2.54) and (2.60) may be a candidate for giving the superconformal U(1)R
symmetry. Let us call this parametrized U(1)R charge R(x) with x
I , the trial U(1)R charge.
Substituting the trial U(1)R charge R(x) into the central charge a in (2.48) formally, one
obtains
a(x) =
3
32
[
3TrR(x)3 − TrR(x)
]
, (2.61)
which was called a trial a-function in [13]. It does not only give the actual value of the
central charge a with the value xI giving the superconformal U(1)R symmetry at the
infrared fixed point, and it also yields a concise method to express the conditions (2.54)
and (2.60) as
∂
∂xI
a(x) = 0,
∂2
∂xI ∂xJ
a(x) < 0, (2.62)
for all I, J . It means that the candidate xI giving the U(1)R symmetry must be a local
maximum of the trial a-function a(x). The a-maximization procedure is thus to find local
maxima xI of the trial a-function a(x) to determine the linear combination of the U(1)
symmetries giving the superconformal U(1)R symmetry at an infrared fixed point.
In an asymptotically free gauge theory, the trial a-function can be calculated 12 in terms
of the trial U(1)R charges of elementary spinor fields in the ultraviolet to be
a0(x) = aG +
∑
i
[
3 (Ri(x)− 1)
3 − (Ri(x)− 1)
]
(2.63)
with the trial U(1)R charge Ri(x) of the chiral superfield Φi whose spinor component is one
of the elementary spinor fields, where the sum runs over all the elementary matter fields,
and the contribution aG comes from the gauginos and is by definition independent of x
I . If
12In this paper, we are not interested in the overall normalization of the a-function and will thus omit
it henceforth.
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no accidental U(1) symmetry is enhanced in the infrared, thanks to the ’t Hooft anomaly
matching, one can use this trial a-function in (2.63) as a trial a-function in the infrared to
find the U(1)R symmetry at a infrared fixed point.
However, when the trial U(1)R charge of a gauge invariant chiral primary operator O
violates the inequality (2.34) at a point of xI , if the point was a local maximum of the
trial a-function a0(x) in (2.63), one would encounter an inconsistency with the unitarity
of the theory; the inequality (2.34) for any gauge invariant operators should be satisfied
in a unitary theory, as explained in the previous sections. Therefore, it suggests that the
trial a-function a0(x) calculated in the ultraviolet cannot be used at the point of x
I , where
the trial U(1)R charge of any gauge invariant chiral primary operator violates the unitarity
bound (2.34), in order to identify the superconformal U(1)R symmetry.
For such a point of xI , it has been proposed in [11] to replace the trial a-function a0(x)
by
a(x) = a0(x) +
∑
i
[
−aOi (ROi(x)) + aOi
(
2
3
)]
, (2.64)
with the sum running over all the gauge invariant chiral primary operators Oi whose trial
U(1)R charge ROi(x) violates the unitarity bound (2.34), where aO(R) is a function of a
parameter R;
aO (R) = dO
[
3 (R− 1)3 − (R − 1)
]
, (2.65)
with dO the number of the components of O. When the trial U(1)R charge of a gauge
invariant operator violates the unitarity bound (2.34), what is really happening is that the
operator become free at the infrared fixed point. Therefore, it has superconformal U(1)R
charge 2/3. Thus, the improvement in (2.64) may be interpreted as subtracting the indi-
vidual contribution aOi (ROi(x)) of “wrongly interacting” Oi and adding the contribution
aOi (2/3) of free Oi to the trial a-function a0(x).
Since the function aO(R) for any operator O has a critical point at R = 2/3; a′O(R =
2/3) = 0, at a point of xI where an operator O has trial U(1)R charge just 2/3, the
trial a-function a(x) and all its first derivatives have the same value as its improvement
a(x)− aO (RO(x)) + aO (2/3) and its corresponding first derivatives, respectively.
Within a region with the same content of gauge invariant operators apparently violating
the unitarity bound (2.34) in the whole parameter space {xI}, one uses a single trial a-
function. Let us call the trial a-function in such a region the local trial a-function. Since
the whole parameter space {xI} is covered with such regions, all the local trial a-functions
are combined into a global trial a-function, which is a continuous function of xI . Since
a local trial a-function is in fact a polynomial of degree 3 in xIs, one can find at most a
single local maximum, but in another region, one could obtain another local maximum. It
may suggest that one could find more than one local maximum over the whole parameter
space and lose definitive results on which linear combination of the U(1) symmetries is the
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superconformal U(1)R symmetry which we search for. However, we will see that it is not
the case for the theory which we will deal with in this article 13.
An explanation was given to carry out the prescription (2.64) in [12] by introducing a
Lagrange multiplier field L and a free fieldM . Let us suppose to turn on the superpotential
W = LO + hLM, (2.66)
with a coupling constant h. As far as the coupling h is non-zero, by shiftingM →M−O/h
and by integrating out M and L, one can return to the original theory.
In the new system, the trial a-function is given by
a˜(x) = a(x) + aL(RL(x)) + aM (RM(x)), (2.67)
where a(x) is the trial a-function of the original theory. Since the U(1)R charge RL(x) of
L is given by RL(x) = 2− RO(x), one can see that
aL(RL(x)) = aL(2− RO(x)) = −aL(RO(x)) = −aO(RO(x)). (2.68)
With a non-zero h, it cancels the contribution aM(RM (x)) in a˜(x) to give the original a(x).
Let us take the coupling h to zero, and assume that the resulting theory has a non-
trivial infrared fixed point. The remaining term in the superpotential gives the F -term
condition O = 0. It means that the operator O vanishes in the original interacting system,
and that the field M is propagating freely. Therefore, it describes the same low-energy
physics as when the operator O hits the unitarity bound. In fact, when the superconformal
U(1)R charge R(O) of O is less than 2/3, since the superpotential has U(1)R charge two,
the Lagrange multiplier L has U(1)R charge 2−R(O). The free field M has U(1)R charge
2/3, and the U(1)R charge of the operator LM is more than two. Therefore, LM is an
irrelevant operator as a perturbation about the infrared fixed point. This is a consistent
result. One then finds the trial a-function
a˜(x) = a(x)− aO(RO(x)) + aM(RM =
2
3
), (2.69)
which reproduces the prescription (2.64).
In [14], an extension of this argument has been discussed by using the auxiliary field
method in the Spin(10) gauge theory, where the discussion was armed with the electric-
magnetic duality, as will be explained in detail in section 5.
13In the case where more than one local maximum of a global trial a-function are found, one could invoke
a diagnostic conjectured by Intriligator [33]. The weak version of the diagnostic states that the correct
infrared phase is the one with the larger value of the conformal anomaly a. He used it and the strong
version to predict whether the phase under consideration is infrared free or interactingly conformal.
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Chapter 3
Spin(10) Theories and their
Electric-Magnetic Duals
We will explain the models which we will carry out the a-maximization procedure to study
its physics at a non-trivial infrared fixed point in more detail. Therefore, we will only focus
on the non-Abelian Coulomb phase of them. For the other phases, see [3, 4, 34].
3.1 The Theory with One Spinor
In this section, we will briefly explain the non-Abelian Coulomb phase of four-dimensional
N = 1 supersymmetric Spin(10) gauge theory with a single chiral superfield Ψ in the spinor
representation and NQ chiral superfields Q
i (i = 1, · · · , NQ) in the vector representation.
First, we will not turn on any superpotentials, but in the next subsection, we will discuss
electric-magnetic duality of the theory with a superpotential.
The model is in the non-Abelian Coulomb phase for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21, where it has a
non-trivial infrared fixed point [3, 4]. It was discussed in [3, 4] that the dual description is
also available at the infrared fixed point.
This theory has the global symmetries SU(NQ)×U(1)F ×U(1)λ, which are not broken
by any anomalies. Under the global symmetries, the matter fields transform as in Table 3.1.
Here, we chose a basis of the generators of the U(1) groups; under the U(1)F transformation,
the gauginoWα are not rotated, while under U(1)λ transformation, it has charge one. There
is also an anomalous U(1)A symmetry. The charge of it for each field is also given in Table
3.1.
The gauge invariant generators of the classical chiral ring of this theory are given by
M ij = QaiQaj ,
Y i = ΨTCΓaΨQai,
Bi1···i5 = ΨTCΓa1···a5ΨQa1i1 · · ·Qa5i5 ,
Ei1···i9 = ΨTCΓa1···a9ΨQa1i1 · · ·Qa9i9 ,
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Spin(10) SU(NQ) U(1)F U(1)λ U(1)A
i, j, · · ·
Qi 10 −2 1 1
Ψ 16 1 NQ −3 0
Wα Adjoint 1 0 1 0
Λ22−NQ 1 1 0 0 2NQ
Table 3.1: The matter contents of the electric theory and their charges.
NQ
D2
E
D1
D0
B
M, Y
10987654321
Figure 3.1: The number NQ of the vectors Q
i where the gauge invariant operators exist.
D0
i1···i6 = εa1···a10Qa1i1 · · ·Qa6i6Wα
a7a8W αa9a10 ,
D1
i1···i8
α = ε
a1···a10Qa1i1 · · ·Qa8i8Wα
a9a10 ,
D2
i1···i10 = εa1···a10Qa1i1 · · ·Qa10i10 ,
S = TrWαW
α. (3.1)
Here, a and a1, a2, · · · are Spin(10) gauge indices. The matrix C is the charge conjugation
matrix, and Γa1···an is defined as an antisymmetrized product of Spin(10) gamma matrices
as
Γa1···an =
1
n!
Γ[a1 · · ·Γan] =
1
n!
(Γa1 · · ·Γan + · · · ) .
Thus, a spinor bi-linear ΨTCΓa1···anΨ is an antisymmetric tensor of rank n. Taking account
of the number of antisymmetrized indices of the SU(NQ) global symmetry, one can see
that which operators exist depends on NQ. The value of NQ where each operator exists is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
For 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21, as mentioned above, the dual description of the original theory is
available, and we will call it the magnetic theory, while the original theory will be called
the electric theory. The magnetic theory is given by an SU(NQ−5) gauge theory with NQ
antifundamentals q¯i, a single fundamental q, a symmetric tensor s and singlets M
ij and
Y i. It has the superpotential
Wmag =
h˜
µ˜2
M ij q¯i s q¯j +
h˜′
µ˜2
Y i qq¯i +
1
µ˜NQ−8
det s. (3.2)
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SU(NQ − 5) SU(NQ) U(1)F U(1)λ
a, b, · · · i, j, · · ·
q¯ai 2 −
1
NQ−5
qa 1 −2NQ
7NQ−34
NQ−5
sab 1 0 2
NQ−5
M ij 1 −4 2
Y i 1 2NQ − 2 −5
wα Adjoint 1 0 1
Table 3.2: The matter contents of the magnetic theory.
Only for NQ = 7, one has the additional term
h˜′′
µ˜15
ǫi1···i7ǫj1···j7M
i1j1 · · ·M i6j6Y i7Y j7 (3.3)
in the above superpotential Wmag. As discussed in [3, 4], we need this extra term to obtain
the superpotential for NQ = 6 by giving mass to a vector.
This magnetic theory is asymptotically free for NQ > 7. For NQ = 7, since the term
dets in the superpotential becomes a mass term of the symmetric tensor s, it decouples
in the infrared, where the gauge coupling becomes asymptotically free. Since the electric
theory is asymptotically free for NQ ≤ 21, the region 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21 is believed to be in the
non-Abelian Coulomb phase, where a non-trivial infrared fixed point exists.
This theory has the same quantum global symmetries SU(NQ) × U(1)F × U(1)λ as
the electric theory. The charges of the elementary fields in the magnetic theory under the
quantum global symmetry U(1)×U(1)λ is determined by the superpotential Wmag. Under
the global symmetries, the charges of the matters are summarized in Table 3.2, with the
gaugino wα. The basis of the global U(1) symmetries is chosen to be the same as in the
electric theory. The ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions are satisfied by the elementary
fields in the magnetic theory, which is one of the strongest evidences of the duality [3, 4].
The classical chiral ring of the magnetic theory is generated by the elementary singlets
M ij and Y i along with the composite operators
(∗B)i1···iNQ−5 ∼ ε
a1···aNQ−5 q¯a1i1 · · · q¯aNQ−5iNQ−5 ,
(∗D1)αi1···iNQ−8 ∼ εa1···aNQ−5(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−8)
aNQ−8(swα)
aNQ−7aNQ−6qaNQ−5 ,
(∗D2)i1···iNQ−10 ∼ εa1···aNQ−5(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−10)
aNQ−10
×(swα)
aNQ−9aNQ−8(swα)aNQ−7aNQ−6qaNQ−5 ,
(∗E)i1···iNQ−9 ∼ εa1···aNQ−5(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−9)
aNQ−9
×(swα)
aNQ−8aNQ−7(swα)
aNQ−6aNQ−5 ,
S = Trwαwα, (3.4)
where the operation ∗ on the gauge invariant operators denotes the Hodge duality with
respect to the flavor SU(NQ) symmetry. The other conceivable gauge invariant chiral
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Gauge Invariant Operators O U(1)F U(1)λ
M∼Q2 −4 2
Y∼QΨ2 2NQ − 2 −5
B∼Q5Ψ2∼ q¯NQ−5 2NQ − 10 −1
E∼Q9Ψ2∼ (sq¯)NQ−9(sw)2 2NQ − 18 3
Dn∼Q6+2nW 2−n∼ (sq¯)NQ−6−2n(sw)nq −4n− 12 n+ 8
Table 3.3: The charges of the gauge invariant operators with respect to the U(1)× U(1)λ
symmetry.
superfields such as Nij = q¯i s q¯j, det s, qq¯i are redundant, due to the F-term condition from
the superpotential Wmag.
The mapping of the gauge invariant operators between the electric theory and the
magnetic theory is shown in Table 3.3. The same symbols are used for the corresponding
operators in (3.1) and (3.4). One can check that the corresponding operators have the
same quantum numbers by using Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. It is interesting to note that
the classical moduli parameters D2 and E in the electric theory are given by the gauge
invariant operators containing the dual gaugino superfield wα.
However, the electric gauge invariant operator D0 in (3.1) does not have its counterpart
in the classical chiral ring of the magnetic theory. This discrepancy is a subtle issue. Indeed,
the “quantum” chiral ring of both the theories must be identical as long as they are dual.
Since at present we do not know the precise description of the quantum chiral rings, we
cannot decide whether the discrepancy actually exists quantum-mechanically. Therefore,
there are no convincing reasons to believe that all the other non-trivial checks discussed in
[3, 4] are only accidental. However, it is still unclear whether D0 is in the quantum chiral
ring or not 1. For our analysis, this discrepancy causes a problem which prevents us from
obtaining the complete trial a-function defined globally, as will be discussed in the next
chapter. However, it will turns out that the local maximum of the trial a-function, which
will be found in the next chapter, is not affected by this issue.
3.1.1 Turning on a Superpotential
Let us turn to the electric theory with the superpotential
Wele =
1
µ2
NijQ
iQj .
1In [3], it was discussed that the gauge invariant operator D0 in the electric theory correspond to the
operator (sq¯)NQ−6q in the magnetic theory. Indeed, they have the same charges of all the global symmetries.
However, this operator can be rewritten as (qq¯) ·B ·M by using F term condition in the magnetic theory.
Furthermore, the operator qq¯ is redundant from the F -term condition. Thus, the candidate D0 vanishes
in the classical chiral ring of the magnetic theory. If the correspondence stated in [3] is still correct, the
classical chiral ring must be modified quantum-mechanically, i.e., D0 in the electric theory vanishes or
(sq¯)NQ−6q in the magnetic theory appears as a non-trivial generator in the quantum chiral ring.
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by introducing the extra singlet Nij into the theory. In the next chapter, we will see that
the previous electric theory flows into this theory in the infrared for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 9.
From the F -term condition
∂
∂Nij
Wele =
1
µ2
QiQj = 0,
one can see that the moduli parameter M ij = QiQj are eliminated, and instead that the
new moduli parameter Nij shows up.
In order to obtain the dual description of this electric theory, one needs to get rid of
the gauge singlet operator M ij in the previous magnetic theory, and then one obtains the
superpotential Wmag without its first term M
ij q¯i s q¯j due to the absence of M
ij in this
case. The F -term condition from the modified magnetic superpotential does not impose
any constraints on the gauge invariant operator Nij = q¯i s q¯j, which was redundant in the
original theory. Although the use of Nij seems the abuse of the notation, the two on the
both sides are in the same representation
Nij : ( , 4, 0)
of the global symmetries SU(NQ)× U(1)F × U(1)λ and can thus be identified.
We will see in the following chapter that the field Nij plays an important role, when
the gauge invariant operator M ij hits the unitarity bound in the original Spin(10) theory.
Note that all the gauge invariant operators in the previous dual pair are retained except
for M ij in this dual pair.
3.2 The Theory with Two Spinors
In this section, we will add one more spinor to the electric theory in the previous section.
More precisely, we will discuss four-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric Spin(10) gauge
theory with two chiral superfields ΨI (I = 1, 2) in the spinor representation, and NQ
chiral superfields Qi (i = 1, · · · , NQ) in the vector representation. We will also turn on
no superpotentials. The remarkable difference from the theory with the single spinor
is that its dual magnetic theory has two gauge groups, as will be explained in detail
later. This theory is believed to be in the non-Abelian Coulomb phase for 6 ≤ NQ ≤ 19,
where the electric-magnetic duality is available [7]. The quantum global symmetries are
SU(NQ) × SU(2) × U(1)F × U(1)λ. Under the U(1)F transformation, the gaugino is not
rotated, while it has charge one under the U(1)λ transformation. The charges of the matters
are listed in Table 3.4.
The gauge invariant generators of the classical chiral ring of this theory are given by
M ij = QaiQaj ,
Y iX = Ψ
T
I C(σ2σX)
IJΓaΨJQ
ai,
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Spin(10) SU(NQ) SU(2) U(1)F U(1)λ
i, j, · · · I, J, · · ·
Qi 10 1 −4 1
ΨI 16 1 2 NQ −1
Table 3.4: The matter contents of the electric theory.
NQ
10987654310
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Figure 3.2: The number NQ of the vectors Q
i where the gauge invariant operators exist.
C i1···i3 = ΨTI C(σ2)
IJΓa1···a3ΨJQ
a1i1 · · ·Qa3i3 ,
Bi1···i5X = Ψ
T
I C(σ2σX)
IJΓa1···a5ΨJQ
a1i1 · · ·Qa5i5 ,
F i1···i7 = ΨTI C(σ2)
IJΓa1···a7ΨJQ
a1i1 · · ·Qa7i7,
Ei1···i9X = Ψ
T
I C(σ2σX)
IJΓa1···a9ΨJQ
a1i1 · · ·Qa9i9 ,
G = ΨTI C(σ2σX)
IJΓaΨJΨ
T
KC(σ2σX)
KLΓaΨL,
H i1···i4 = ΨTI C(σ2σX)
IJΓa1···a5ΨJΨ
T
KC(σ2σX)
KLΓa1ΨLQ
a2i2 · · ·Qa5i5,
D0
i1···i6 = εa1···a10Qa1i1 · · ·Qa6i6Wα
a7a8W αa9a10 ,
D1
i1···i8
α = ε
a1···a10Qa1i1 · · ·Qa8i8Wα
a9a10 ,
D2
i1···i10 = εa1···a10Qa1i1 · · ·Qa10i10 ,
S = TrW αWα, (3.5)
where the Spin(10) gauge indices a and a1, a2, · · · and the charge conjugation matrix C are
the same as in the one spinor case. The matrices σX (X = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices for
the flavor SU(2) group of the spinors. Figure 3.2 displays what gauge invariant operators
are available at each value of NQ.
The magnetic theory is given by an SU(NQ − 3) × Sp(1) gauge theory with matter
fields given by Table 3.5, and its superpotential is given [7] by
Wmag =M
ij q¯ais
abq¯bj + Y
i
X q¯aiq
a
X + εαβεIJ q¯
′
a
αIsabq¯′b
βJ + εαβ(σXσ2)IJ q¯
′
a
αIqaXt
βJ . (3.6)
One can check that it has the same quantum global symmetries as the electric theory. The
one-loop beta functions show that the SU(NQ − 3) gauge coupling constant is asymptot-
ically free for NQ ≥ 7, while the Sp(1) gauge coupling constant is asymptotically free for
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SU(NQ − 3) Sp(1) SU(NQ) SU(2) U(1)F U(1)λ
a, b, · · · α, β, · · · i, j, · · · I, J, · · ·
q¯ai 1 1 2
NQ−6
NQ−3
1
NQ−3
q¯′a
αI 2 1 2 −
2NQ
NQ−3
NQ−2
NQ−3
qaX 1 1 3 −2NQ
NQ−4
NQ−3
3NQ−10
NQ−3
sab 1 1 1
4NQ
NQ−3
− 2
NQ−3
tαI 1 2 1 2 2NQ −2
M ij 1 1 1 −8 2
Y iX 1 1 3 2NQ − 4 −1
Table 3.5: The matter contents of the magnetic theory.
NQ ≤ 7. Thus, either of them is asymptotically free for arbitrary NQ. Therefore, the dual
pair does not have the free magnetic phase.
The magnetic theory has the counterpart of all the gauge invariant operators of the
electric theory. They are the elementary singlets M ij , Y iX and the composites
(∗C)i1···iNQ−3 ∼ ε
a1···aNQ−3 q¯a1i1 · · · q¯aNQ−3iNQ−3 ,
(∗B)Xi1···iNQ−5 ∼ ε
a1···aNQ−3εαβ q¯a1i1 · · · q¯aNQ−5iNQ−5 q¯
′αI
aNQ−4
(σ2σX)IJ q¯
′βJ
aNQ−3
,
(∗F )i1···iNQ−7 ∼ ε
a1···aNQ−3εαβεγδ q¯a1i1 · · · q¯aNQ−7iNQ−7
×q¯′αIaNQ−6
(σ2σX)IJ q¯
′βJ
aNQ−5
q¯′γKaNQ−4
(σ2σX)KLq¯
′δL
aNQ−3
,
(∗E)Xi1···iNQ−9 ∼ εa1···aNQ−3εXY Z(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−9)
aNQ−9
×(swα)
aNQ−8aNQ−7(swα)
aNQ−6aNQ−5q
NQ−4
Y q
NQ−3
Z ,
G ∼ εαβt
αI(σ2)IJt
βJ ,
(∗H)i1···iNQ−4 ∼ εIJε
a1···aNQ−3εαβ q¯a1i1 · · · q¯aNQ−4iNQ−4 q¯
′αI
aNQ−3
tβJ ,
(∗D0)i1···iNQ−6 ∼ εXY Zεa1···aNQ−3(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−6)
aNQ−6q
aNQ−5
X q
aNQ−4
Y q
aNQ−3
Z ,
(∗D1)αi1···iNQ−8 ∼ εa1···aNQ−3εXY Z(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−8)
aNQ−8
×(swα)aNQ−7aNQ−6q
aNQ−5
X q
aNQ−4
Y q
aNQ−3
Z ,
(∗D2)i1···iNQ−10 ∼ εa1···aNQ−3εXY Z(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−10)
aNQ−10
×(swα)
aNQ−9aNQ−8(swα)aNQ−7aNQ−6q
aNQ−5
X q
aNQ−4
Y q
aNQ−3
Z ,
S ∼ Trwαw
α, S ′ ∼ Tr w˜αw˜
α, (3.7)
where wα and w˜α are the gaugino superfields of the SU(NQ − 3) and Sp(1) gauge interac-
tions, respectively,2 and the operation ∗ is the Hodge duality for the flavor SU(NQ) indices.
One can check that each of the operators has the same quantum numbers as that of the
electric theory, as shown in Table 3.6.
2The index α on the gaugino superfields wα and w˜α is that of Lorentz spinors, which would not cause
any confusion with the Sp(1) gauge index.
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Gauge Invariant Operators O U(1)F U(1)λ
M∼Q2 −8 2
Y∼QΨ2 2NQ − 4 −1
C∼Q3Ψ2∼ q¯NQ−3 2NQ − 12 1
B∼Q5Ψ2∼ q¯NQ−5q¯′2 2NQ − 20 3
F∼Q7Ψ2∼ q¯NQ−7q¯′4 2NQ − 28 5
E∼Q9Ψ2∼ (sq¯)NQ−9(sw)2q2 2NQ − 36 7
G∼Ψ4∼ t2 4NQ −4
H∼Q4Ψ2∼ q¯NQ−4q¯′t 4NQ − 16 0
Dn∼Q
6+2nW 2−n∼ (sq¯)NQ−6−2n(sw)nq3 −8n− 24 n + 8
Table 3.6: The charges of the gauge invariant operators with respect to the U(1)× U(1)λ
symmetry.
However, there exist more gauge invariant generators in the magnetic theory than in
the electric one, as we pointed out in [15]. They are given by
U0 = dets,
U1XY = εa1···aNQ−3εb1···bNQ−3s
a1b1 · · · saNQ−4bNQ−4q
aNQ−3
X q
bNQ−3
Y ,
U2XY = εXX1X2εY Y1Y2εa1···aNQ−3εb1···bNQ−3
×sa1b1 · · · saNQ−5bNQ−5q
aNQ−4
X1
q
aNQ−3
X2
q
bNQ−4
Y1
q
bNQ−3
Y2
,
U3 = εX1X2X3εY1Y2Y3εa1···aNQ−3εb1···bNQ−3
×sa1b1 · · · saNQ−6bNQ−6q
aNQ−5
X1
q
aNQ−4
X2
q
aNQ−3
X3
q
bNQ−5
Y1
q
bNQ−4
Y2
q
bNQ−3
Y3
,
(∗E0)Xi1···iNQ−5 = εXY Zεa1···aNQ−3(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−5)
aNQ−5q
aNQ−4
Y q
aNQ−3
Z ,
(∗E1)αXi1···iNQ−7 = εa1···aNQ−3εXY Z(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−7)
aNQ−7
×(swα)aNQ−6aNQ−5q
aNQ−4
Y q
aNQ−3
Z ,
(∗I0)Xi1···iNQ−4 = εa1···aNQ−3(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−4)
aNQ−4q
aNQ−3
X ,
(∗I1)αXi1···iNQ−6 = εa1···aNQ−3(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−6)
aNQ−6(swα)aNQ−5aNQ−4q
aNQ−3
X ,
(∗I2)Xi1···iNQ−8 = εa1···aNQ−3(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−8)
aNQ−8
×(swα)
aNQ−7aNQ−6(swα)aNQ−5aNQ−4q
aNQ−3
X ,
(∗J1)αi1···iNQ−5 = εa1···aNQ−3(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−5)
aNQ−5(swα)aNQ−4aNQ−3,
(∗J2)i1···iNQ−7 = εa1···aNQ−3(sq¯i1)
a1 · · · (sq¯iNQ−7)
aNQ−7
×(swα)
aNQ−6aNQ−5(swα)aNQ−4aNQ−3 . (3.8)
Up to this moment, we have obtained no evidence that these extra operators are redundant
in the classical chiral ring of the electric theory. Similarly to the one spinor case in the
previous section, we will assume that the classical chiral ring is deformed by the quantum
effects and that the quantum chiral rings of both the theories are identical to each other.
We can check that the ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions are satisfied by the mag-
netic theory.
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Chapter 4
The Spin(10) Theories via
a-Maximization
In this chapter, we will carry out the method of a-maximization to determine the supercon-
formal U(1)R charges of all the gauge invariant chiral primary operators in the Spin(10)
gauge theories at the infrared fixed point.
In the models, for different trial superconformal U(1)R charge assignments, different
gauge invariant chiral primary operators hit the unitarity bounds. Therefore, one needs
to follow the prescription (2.64) to construct the trial a-function globally over all the trial
U(1)R charge assignments. This will be done for the one spinor case in section 4.1 and for
the two spinor case in section 4.2. There will turn out to exist a local maximum of the
trial a-function for each flavor number NQ in the two cases. The local maximum will be
confirmed to be the same as in the magnetic description for all the cases.
In particular, among all the cases, the cases where gauge invariant chiral primary
operators indeed hit the unitarity bounds, are interesting. In fact, it will turns out that
they are elementary fields in the magnetic theory, and one does not need the prescription
(2.64) to find the identical local maximum to the one in the electric theory. Therefore, the
magnetic description yields another support for the proposal (2.64).
For the interesting cases, furthermore in the next chapter, we will find that the electric
theory with no superpotential is identical to the one with a superpotential at the infrared
fixed point. The dual pair of the former is thus identical to that of the latter in the
infrared. The auxiliary field method in the electric theory offers a satisfying description
of the renormalization flow of the dual pairs, which is consistent with the picture in the
magnetic theory.
Although these results are not affected, there are however a few subtleties, due to the
mismatch of the classical chiral rings between the dual pair, and due to the lack of our
knowledge about the a-maximization procedure applied to a gauge invariant operator in
a non-trivial representation of the Lorentz group, as will be discussed later. Therefore,
we haven’t confirmed that the local maximum was also the unique local maximum of the
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global trial a-function.
4.1 The One Spinor Case
In this section, we will use a-maximization to identify the superconformal U(1)R symmetry
of the Spin(10) theory with a single spinor and NQ vectors for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21 at the non-
trivial infrared fixed point. We will find that there is a local maximum of the global trial
a-function, which is consistent with the conjectured presence of the non-trivial infrared
fixed point for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21. Furthermore, as we will see below, at the local maximum,
the meson M ij hits the unitarity bound for NQ = 7, 8, 9, while no gauge invariant primary
operator hits the unitarity bound for 10 ≤ NQ ≤ 21.
In order to construct the trial a-function in this model, assuming no accidental U(1)
symmetry 1 enhanced in the infrared, one can see that a trial superconformal U(1)R sym-
metry is given by a linear combination of U(1)F and U(1)λ in Table 3.1 as
U(1)R = xU(1)F + U(1)λ (4.1)
with a real number x. Thus, the U(1)R charges of the matter fields can be expressed as
R(Q) = −2x+ 1, R(Ψ) = NQx− 3. (4.2)
We will determine the value of x by using a-maximization to identify the superconformal
U(1)R symmetry at the infrared fixed point. For convenience, we will use a parameter
R ≡ R(Q) instead of x throughout this section.
At a particular value of x, if there are no gauge invariant operators hitting the unitarity
bounds, we can give the trial a-function in terms of the elementary fields as
a0(R) = 90 + 16F [R (Ψ)] + 10NQF [R (Q)] , (4.3)
where the function F (x) was defined by F (x) = 3(x − 1)3 − (x − 1). The first term
on the right hand side of (4.3) comes from the contribution of the gaugino, which are
forty-five Weyl spinors of charge one with respect to the U(1)R symmetry, thus giving
45× [3R(λ)3 −R(λ)] = 90.
When some of the gauge invariant chiral primary operators hit the unitarity bounds,
they decouple from the remaining system and become free fields of the U(1)R charge 2/3.
Therefore, following the prescription (2.64) explained in section 2.3, one needs to improve
the trial a-function a0(R) as
a(R) = 90 + 16F [R (Ψ)] + 10NQF [R (Q)]−
∑
i
[F [R(Oi)]− F0] , (4.4)
1 More precisely, we assume no accidental U(1) symmetry enhancement which does not accompany any
gauge invariant operators hitting the unitarity bounds.
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where Oi are the gauge invariant operators hitting the unitarity bounds. However, at the
values of x with the same set of the operators hitting the unitarity bounds, one can use the
same trial a-function (4.4), and, as illustrated 2 for NQ = 7 in Table 4.1, one only have to
divide all real values of R into several regions, where one can use one local trial a-function
(4.4). Indeed, the unitarity bound of each gauge invariant chiral primary operator yields
the condition on R as
R(M) = 2R ≥ 2
3
⇒ R ≥ 1
3
,
R(Y ) = NQ − 6− (NQ − 1)R ≥
2
3
⇒ R ≤ 1
NQ−1
(
NQ −
20
3
)
,
R(B) = NQ − 6− (NQ − 5)R ≥
2
3
⇒ R ≤ 1
NQ−5
(
NQ −
20
3
)
,
R(E) = (NQ − 6)− (NQ − 9)R ≥
2
3
⇒ R ≤ 1
NQ−9
(
NQ −
20
3
)
,
R(D0) = 6R + 2 ≥
2
3
⇒ R ≥ −2
9
,
R(D1) = 8R + 1 ≥ 1 ⇒ R ≥ 0,
R(D2) = 10R ≥
2
3
⇒ R ≥ 1
15
,
(4.5)
and, combining these conditions, one may divide all real values of R into several region
where one local trial a-function (4.4) can be defined, as sketched for NQ = 7 in Figure
4.1. Combining all the local trial a-functions, one thus obtain the global trial a-function
defined over all real values of x or equivalently R.
There is a subtle point, as mentioned above, about what the chiral primary operators
are quantum-mechanically at the non-trivial IR fixed point. The gauge invariant chiral
superfields M , Y , B, D2, and E parametrize the classical moduli space of the electric
theory. If we assume that the quantum moduli space is the same as the classical one, which
is believed to be the case for the conformal window of SQCD, these operators should be
chiral primary operators. However, it is not clear whether D0 is chiral primary or not, as
discussed previously. In the region R < −2/9 where D0 hits the unitarity bound, which
local trial a-function (4.4) should be used depends on whether D0 is chiral primary or
not in the infrared. Therefore, we will try a-maximization for both cases to find a local
maximum in the region R < −2/9. However, one finds no local maximum in the region
for the both cases.
For NQ ≥ 8, the gauge invariant operator D1 is available, as in Figure 3.1, and it is
in the spinor representation of the Lorentz group. If the operator D1 is a chiral primary
operator, in the region where it hits the unitarity bound, we cannot construct a local trial a-
function, because we at present do not know how to extend the a-maximization procedure
to an operator like D1 in a non-trivial representation of the Lorentz group. Therefore,
assuming that the operator D1 is not a chiral primary operator in the infrared, we will
proceed to construct a global trial a-function, and we will see below that the solution to
2The unitarity bound for a spin one-half field is given [8] by D ≥ 3
2
, which gives the bound R ≥ 1 for
U(1)R charge R.
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Hitting Operators Hitting Regions
I M , (D0) R ≤ −
2
9
II M −2
9
≤ R ≤ 1
18
III M , Y 1
18
≤ R ≤ 1
6
IV M , Y , B 1
6
≤ R ≤ 1
3
V Y , B R ≥ 1
3
Table 4.1: The five regions of the U(1)R charge R for NQ = 7
III III IV V
R
M
B
Y
D0
Figure 4.1: A sketch of operators hitting the unitarity bounds for the theory with 7 vectors.
Each of the regions from I to V are separated at R(Q) = −2/9, 1/18, 1/6, 1/3, respectively.
The arrows show the regions where the corresponding operators hit the unitarity bounds.
the a-maximization condition (2.62) is found in the other region, where D1 does not hit
the bound. Therefore, the local maximum remains valid, even when the operator D1 is
indeed chiral primary in the infrared. However, we never exclude the possibility that there
is another local maximum in the region where the operator D1 hits the unitarity bound, if
the operator D1 is chiral primary in the infrared. If this is the case, it would be interesting
to determine which of the local maxima gives the superconformal U(1)R symmetry at the
infrared fixed point.
We will demonstrate the a-maximization procedure for the case of NQ = 7 vectors Q
i,
and then will report our results on the other values of NQ. Before proceeding, let us make
a comment on the structure of the divided regions of R. When one looks at the operators
hitting the unitarity bounds from a large negative value of R to a large positive value, the
order of the operators hitting the unitarity bound could change, depending on the number
NQ. It turns out from the unitarity bounds (4.5) that for the cases NQ ≥ 10, the order
of the operators hitting the bound is the same, This greatly facilitates our study for the
cases NQ ≥ 10 and allows us to give our results in a uniform way. However, one needs to
consider each case for NQ = 7, 8, 9. One also finds that, for the cases NQ ≥ 10, there is a
region where none of the gauge invariant operators hit the unitarity bounds, but no such
regions for the cases NQ = 7, 8, 9.
In the case of NQ = 7 vectors, there are five regions dividing the parameter space of
R, as can be seen from Table 4.1 and as illustrated in Figure 4.1. In each region, one finds
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the local trial a-function a(R) (4.4) as
a(R) =


???
(
I : R ≤ −2
9
)
,
a0(R) + fM(R)
(
II : −2
9
≤ R ≤ 1
18
)
,
a0(R) + fM(R) + fY (R)
(
III : 1
18
≤ R ≤ 1
6
)
,
a0(R) + fM(R) + fY (R) + fB(R)
(
IV : 1
6
≤ R ≤ 1
3
)
,
a0(R) + fY (R) + fB(R)
(
V : R ≥ 1
3
)
,
(4.6)
where fO(R) are defined by
fM(R) = −
NQ(NQ + 1)
2
[
3 (R(M)− 1)3 − (R(M)− 1)
]
+
NQ(NQ + 1)
2
·
2
9
,
fY (R) = −NQ
[
3 (R(Y )− 1)3 − (R(Y )− 1)
]
+NQ ·
2
9
,
fB(R) = −
NQ!
(NQ − 5)!5!
[
3 (R(B)− 1)3 − (R(B)− 1)
]
+
NQ!
(NQ − 5)!5!
·
2
9
, (4.7)
with NQ = 7.
For R ≤ −2/9, where D0 hits the unitarity bound, as mentioned above, we will try
to implement the a-maximization procedure for both of the cases whether D0 is chiral
primary or not with the two functions
a(R) = a0(R) + fM (R) + fD0(R), if D0 is chiral primary, (4.8)
a(R) = a0(R) + fM (R), if D0 is not chiral primary, (4.9)
where
fD0(R) = −
NQ!
(NQ − 6)!6!
[
3 (R(D0)− 1)
3 − (R(D0)− 1)
]
+
NQ!
(NQ − 6)!6!
·
2
9
, (4.10)
with NQ = 7. However, one can easily see that both the functions in (4.9) have no local
maximum in this range R ≤ −2/9.
The global trial function a(R) is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Although it is locally a
polynomial of degree three in R for each of the five regions, it gives two local minima as a
whole. As can be seen from Figure 4.2, there is a unique local maximum, where only the
mesons M ij are free and the U(1)R charge gives R = 1/30 in the region II. It is the local
maximum
R(Q) =
3N2Q − 21NQ − 12 + 2
√
−(NQ − 6)(N2Q − 29NQ + 73)
3(NQ + 3)(NQ − 1)
,
R(Ψ) =
9N2Q − 33NQ + 54 + 2NQ
√
−(NQ − 6)(N2Q − 29NQ + 73)
6(NQ + 3)(NQ − 1)
(4.11)
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D0 is not chiral primary
D0 is chiral primary
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Figure 4.2: The global trial a-function a(R) for NQ = 7. The dotted line corresponds to
the case where D0 is chiral primary while the solid line corresponds to the case where D0
is not chiral primary.
of the function a0(R) + fM(R) for NQ = 7.
Strictly speaking, the U(1)R symmetry should be expressed as U(1)R = U(1)λ +
xU(1)F + yU(1)M instead of (4.1) at the local maximum because the U(1)M symmetry
which transforms only M ij , appears at the infrared fixed point. Here, y is determined so
that the U(1)R charge ofM
ij becomes 2/3. However, the U(1)R charges of the other gauge
invariant operators, except for that of the operator M ij , can be expressed as the sum of
those of the component fields given by (4.11), because they have no charges under the
U(1)M symmetry.
For NQ = 8, 9, as can be seen from Table 4.2, there are also five regions on the line of
R, as in Figure 4.3. As is different from the case of NQ = 7, there is no region where the
three gauge invariant operators M , Y , and B hit the unitarity bounds at the same time,
but a new region V, where only the operator Y i hits the unitarity bound, appears. Only
for NQ = 9, the operator E is available, but it does not violate the unitarity bound over
all the values of R. If the spinor exotics D1 are chiral primary in the infrared, our results
for the regions I and II would be incomplete. The global trial a-function a(R) is similar
to the one for NQ = 7 and have, in the region III, a single local maximum given by (4.11)
with NQ = 8, 9 substituted for each case, where also only the meson M
ij is hitting the
unitarity bound to be free in the infrared. This result does not depend on whether D0 is
chiral primary or not. The local maximum would be retained even after taking account of
the exotics D1.
For 10 ≤ NQ ≤ 21, it is remarkable that there exists a region V with no gauge invariant
operators hitting the unitarity bounds, as shown in Figure 4.4. The parameter space of R
is divided into seven regions, as can be seen from Table 4.3. The regions I and II could be
incomplete due to the exotics D1. The global trial a-function a(R) has a profile similar to
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Hitting Operators Hitting Regions
I M , (D0) R ≤ −
2
9
II+III M −2
9
≤ R ≤ 1
NQ−1
(NQ −
20
3
)
VI M , Y 1
NQ−1
(NQ −
20
3
) ≤ R ≤ 1
3
V Y 1
3
≤ R ≤ 1
NQ−5
(NQ −
20
3
)
VI Y , B R ≥ 1
NQ−5
(NQ −
20
3
)
Table 4.2: The five regions of the U(1)R charge R for NQ = 8, 9.
R
I II III IV V VI
B
Y
M
D1
D0
Figure 4.3: The operators hitting the unitarity bounds for the theory with NQ = 8 and 9
vectors. The arrows show the regions where the corresponding operators hit the unitarity
bounds.
the one in Figure 4.2. One finds the unique local maximum at
R(Q) =
3N2Q − 24NQ − 15 +
√
2885−N2Q
3(N2Q − 5)
,
R(Ψ) =
6N2Q + 90−NQ
√
2885−N2Q
6(N2Q − 5)
(4.12)
in the region V, where no operator hits the unitarity bound. The local maximum also
remains valid even after taking account of the unitarity bound of D1.
So far, we have determined the superconformal U(1)R charges of the gauge invariant
chiral primary operators in the electric theory. One might wonder whether the same results
M
D2
D1
D0
Y
B
E
R
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Figure 4.4: The operators hitting the unitarity bounds for the theory with 10 ≤ NQ ≤ 21
vectors. The arrows show the regions where the corresponding operators hit the unitarity
bounds.
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Hitting Operators Hitting Regions
I M , D2, (D0) R ≤ −
2
9
II+III M , D2 −
2
9
≤ R ≤ 1
15
IV M 1
15
≤ R ≤ 1
3
V no operators 1
3
≤ R ≤ 1
NQ−1
(NQ −
20
3
)
VI Y 1
NQ−1
(NQ −
20
3
) ≤ R ≤ 1
NQ−5
(NQ −
20
3
)
VII Y , B 1
NQ−5
(NQ −
20
3
) ≤ R ≤ 1
NQ−9
(NQ −
20
3
)
VIII Y , B, E R ≥ 1
NQ−9
(NQ −
20
3
)
Table 4.3: The seven regions on the line of the U(1)R charge R for 10 ≤ NQ ≤ 21.
could be obtained in the magnetic theory. Actually, this is automatically guaranteed by
the ’t Hooft anomaly matching condition [35]. Since the magnetic theory saturates the
anomalies of all the global symmetries of the electric theory [3, 4], the trial a-function in
the magnetic theory is identical to the one in the electric theory, even when the gauge
invariant operators hit the unitarity bounds as long as the hitting operators are the same.
By using (4.2) and Table 3.2, the U(1)R charges of the elementary fields of the magnetic
theory can also be determined from the U(1)R charges of Q or Ψ determined above.
The U(1)R charges of the elementary fields of the electric theory and those of the
magnetic theory are plotted in Figure 4.5 and 4.6. They indicate that the U(1)R charge of
each elementary field is close to 2/3 in the electric theory for large NQ and in the magnetic
theory for small NQ. One therefore may regard that the electric theory and the magnetic
theory are weakly interacting for large and small NQ, respectively, which is consistent with
the conventional expectation.
In the one spinor case, we have found the unique local maximum of the trial a-function
for 10 ≤ NQ ≤ 21, where there are no gauge invariant chiral primary operators hitting the
unitarity bounds. On the other hand, for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 9, one also found the unique local
maximum of the a-function, but at the local maximum, one finds that the gauge invariant
operator M ij is a free field at the infrared fixed point. Note that the existence of the local
maximum is consistent with the conjecture [3, 4] that this theory is in the non-Abelian
Coulomb phase for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21.
4.2 The Two Spinor Case
In this section, we will briefly give our results about a-maximization in the Spin(10) theory
with two spinors and NQ vectors for 6 ≤ NQ ≤ 19. Since our analysis of this case is quite
similar to that in the previous section, we will not repeat a detailed explanation about it.
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Figure 4.5: The U(1)R charges of the vectors Q and the spinors Ψ in the electric theory.
R(q)
R(q)
R(s)
R(M)
R(Y)
Line of R=2/3
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 20
NQ

Figure 4.6: The U(1)R charges of the antifundamentals q¯, the fundamental q, the symmetric
tensor s, and the singlets M , Y in the magnetic theory.
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See [15] for more details.
However, before proceeding, let us make a comment on two points, which is distinct
from the one spinor case.
First, the magnetic theory has two gauge groups. From the one-loop beta functions of
the two gauge couplings, one can see that the SU(NQ−3) gauge coupling is asymptotically
free for NQ ≥ 7, while the Sp(1) coupling is asymptotically free for NQ ≤ 7, perturbatively.
Except for NQ = 7, since there is no flavor number NQ where both of the gauge coupling
constants are asymptotically free at the one-loop level, it might happen that either of the
gauge interactions could be free at the infrared fixed point 3. However, assuming below
that both of the gauge interactions are not free at the infrared fixed point, a-maximization
will be carried out in the magnetic theory.
Second, as was discussed in the previous chapter, the classical chiral ring of the electric
theory is not identical to the one of the magnetic theory. Therefore, at some values of the
trial U(1)R charges, the set of the gauge invariant operators hitting the unitarity bounds in
the electric theory is different from the one in the magnetic theory, which prevents us from
finding the unique and correct trial a-function. This problem is parallel to the problem
concerning with the operator D0 in the one spinor case. However, there are more extra
operators as in (3.8) compared to the one spinor case, and, depending on whether each of
them is chiral primary or not, there are many possibilities to consider, if we will use the
same strategy as in the one spinor case. It is formidable for us to carry out the method of
a-maximization for each of all the possibilities. Therefore, we will pick up two of them; the
case that all the extra operators in (3.8) are not chiral primary - the classical chiral ring
of the electric theory - and the other case that they are all chiral primary - the classical
chiral ring of the magnetic theory. Thus, we will carry out the a-maximization procedure
for the electric theory and the magnetic theory with their distinct classical chiral primary
operators. Although we will implement the method of a-maximization with the different
global trial a-function in the electric theory from the one in the magnetic theory, it will
turn out that both the global trial a-functions have the identical local maximum, which is
consistent with the duality conjecture [7].
4.2.1 On the Electric Side
Let us begin with the electric theory. Similarly to the one spinor case, the trial U(1)R
charges of the matter fields may be given by
R(Q) = −4x+ 1, R(Ψ) = NQx− 1, (4.13)
with the trial U(1)R symmetry given by a linear combination of U(1)F and U(1)λ in Table
3.4 as
U(1)R = xU(1)F + U(1)λ (4.14)
3 The possibility will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.7: The ranges of x where each operator hits the unitarity bound for NQ = 6.
with a real number x, assuming that there are no accidental global U(1) symmetries 4 in
the infrared.
For NQ = 6, as can be seen from Figure 3.2, all the gauge invariant operators are M ,
Y , C, B, G, H , D0, and S in (3.5). The U(1)R charges of the gauge invariant operators
can be written in terms of x as 5
R(M) = −8x+ 2, R(Y ) = 8x− 1, R(C) = 1, R(B) = −8x+ 3,
R(G) = 24x− 4, R(H) = 8x, R(D0) = −24x+ 8, (4.15)
as can be seen from Table 3.6. Their unitarity bounds divide all the values of x into seven
regions, as in Figure 4.7 6.
The global trial a-function is given by
a(x) =


a0(x) + fY (x) + fG(x) + fH(x),
(
x ≤ 1
12
)
a0(x) + fY (x) + fG(x),
(
1
12
≤ x ≤ 1
6
)
a0(x) + fM(x) + fY (x) + fG(x),
(
1
6
≤ x ≤ 7
36
)
a0(x) + fM(x) + fY (x),
(
7
36
≤ x ≤ 5
24
)
a0(x) + fM(x),
(
5
24
≤ x ≤ 7
24
)
a0(x) + fM(x) + fB(x),
(
7
24
≤ x ≤ 11
36
)
a0(x) + fM(x) + fB(x) + fD0(R),
(
11
36
≤ x
)
(4.16)
where a0(x) is the local trial a-function with no operators hitting the unitarity bounds, and
the function fO is similarly defined to the one in (4.7). The function (4.16) has a unique
local maximum at
x =
18NQ + 6−
√
−4N3Q + 143N
2
Q − 928NQ + 1824
6(N2Q + 8NQ − 12)
, (4.17)
4 See the footnote 1 in this chapter.
5 Since the glueball S of the U(1)R charge 2 never hits the unitarity bound, we will not take account
of S.
6 Since the operator C does not hit the unitarity bound for any value of x, it does not appear in the
figure.
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Figure 4.8: The ranges of x where each operator hits the unitarity bound for NQ = 8.
with NQ = 6, where only the operator M
ij hits the unitarity bound and is free at the
infrared fixed point.
For NQ = 7, one can also find that only M
ij hits the unitarity bound at the local
maximum (4.17).
For NQ = 8, all the values of x are divided as in Figure 4.8
7. The global trial a-function
has a unique local maximum at
x =
12NQ −
√
2900−N2Q
6(N2Q − 20)
, (4.18)
where no operators hit the unitarity bounds.
For 9 ≤ NQ ≤ 19, a local maximum is found at (4.18), where no gauge invariant
operators hit the unitary bounds.
4.2.2 On the Magnetic Side
Let us turn to the magnetic theory. For NQ = 6, the gauge invariant operators are U0, U1,
U2, E0, I0, I1, and J1 in (3.8), which exist only in the magnetic theory, besides M , Y , C,
B, G, H , D0, and S in (3.7), with their trial U(1)R charges given by (4.15) and by
R(U0) = 24x− 2, R(U1) = 4, R(U2) = −24x+ 10, R(E0) = −8x+ 5,
R(I0) = 8x+ 2, R(I1) = 3, R(J1) = 16x. (4.19)
Their unitarity bounds are illustrated in Figure 4.9 8.
For the region 1/9 ≤ x ≤ 7/18, where neither of the operators which exist only in the
magnetic theory, hits the unitarity bound, the global trial a-function should be the same
7 In this case, the subtlety arises in the region x ≤ 1/4 due to the lack of our knowledge of a-
maximization for Lorentz spinor operators like D1α. The unitarity bound for a gauge invariant Lorentz
spinor is R(O) ≥ 1 [8]. Our strategy for the issue is exactly the same as in the one spinor case.
8 Since the operators C, U1 and I1 do not hit the unitarity bounds for all the values of x, they do
not appear in Figure 4.9. The bold arrows correspond to the operators which exist only in the magnetic
theory. The dotted arrows correspond to the Lorentz spinor operators, which we ignore as in the previous
subsection.
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Figure 4.9: The ranges of x where each operator hits the unitarity bound for NQ = 6 in
the magnetic theory.
as the one in the electric theory, the latter of which has a local maximum in the range.
Therefore, the global trial a-function in magnetic theory has at least one local maximum
at the same value of x. One can also show that it has no local maximum outside the region
1/9 ≤ x ≤ 7/18.
For 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 19, this is also the case. In the magnetic theory, we obtain the same
local maximum as in the electric theory, and there is no other local maximum of the global
trial a-function.
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Chapter 5
Discussions
We have seen so far that the meson M ij = QiQj has no interactions for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 9 in the
one spinor case and for 6 ≤ NQ ≤ 7 in the two spinor case at the infrared fixed point. In
this chapter, by using the electric-magnetic duality [3, 4, 7], we will give more elaborate
discussions about what actually happens in the infrared when the meson becomes free.
The meson operator QiQj in the electric theory corresponds to the elementary singlet
M ij in the magnetic theory. For 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 9 in the one spinor case, the singletM ij becomes
free at the infrared fixed point. Therefore, the coupling constant of the interaction term
M ij q¯i s q¯j in the magnetic superpotential (3.2) must vanish at the point. It means that
the interaction term should be irrelevant at the infrared fixed point. Since we now know
the exact superconformal U(1)R charges of the chiral primary operators at the same point,
and thus the exact conformal dimensions of them, we can precisely determine whether the
interaction term M ij q¯i s q¯j is irrelevant or not at the fixed point.
In fact, taking account of the charge assignments in Table 3.2, one can see that the
U(1)R charge of q¯i s q¯j is 4x, and at the infrared fixed point, R(q¯i s q¯j) > 4/3. Since the free
meson operator M ij has the U(1)R charge 2/3, the U(1)R charge of the interaction term
M ij q¯i s q¯j is greater than 2. Therefore, the interaction term is irrelevant at the infrared
fixed point. This is consistent with the result that the meson M ij decouple from the
remaining interacting system to be free in the infrared.
To the case 6 ≤ NQ ≤ 7 with the two spinors, the same argument can be applied to find
that the interaction terms of the meson M ij in the magnetic superpotential is irrelevant
at the infrared fixed point.
Furthermore, let us consider another implication of the irrelevant interaction term.
Since the equation of motion gives
∂
∂M ij
Wmag =
h˜
µ˜2
Nij = 0,
where Nij = q¯i s q¯j , if its coupling constant h˜ were not zero, the gauge invariant operators
Nij would be redundant. This is indeed the case for 10 ≤ NQ ≤ 21 with one spinor and for
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8 ≤ NQ ≤ 19 with two spinors. However, for 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 9 with one spinor and 6 ≤ NQ ≤ 7
with two spinors, since h˜ goes to zero1, the operators Nij do not have to be redundant.
Therefore, Nij should be a new generator of the chiral ring in the magnetic theory.
Furthermore, the magnetic theory with vanishing h˜ in the superpotential is dual to the
same Spin(10) theory but with the superpotential
Wele = NijQ
iQj ,
with the gauge singlets Nij and the free singlets M
ij , which was explained in section 3.1.1
for the theory with one spinor but it is also the case for the theory with two spinors, though
we haven’t previously mentioned about the latter case. The singlets Nij can be identified
with q¯i s q¯j. Therefore, the magnetic theory of the original dual pair flows into the magnetic
one of another dual pair at the infrared fixed point. It suggests that the original electric
theory flows into the electric theory with the superpotential Wele as illustrated in Figure
5.1.
In the electric theory with the superpotentialWele, we can carry out the a-maximization
procedure in a similar way to what we have done in the previous sections. The values of
the trial U(1)R charge where no gauge invariant operators hit the unitarity bounds in this
theory is identical to the values where only the operatorsM ij hit the unitarity bound in the
original electric theory. In the region of the trial U(1)R charge, the local trial a-function
can be calculated in terms of the fundamental fields in the ultraviolet in the former theory
to give
a0(R) +
NQ(NQ + 1)
2
F [R(N)] +
NQ(NQ + 1)
2
F0,
where a0(R) is given in (4.3), F (x) is defined as F (x) ≡ 3(x− 1)3 − (x− 1), and F0 is the
contribution from the free singlets M ij . Since the function F (x) satisfies the relation
F (x) + F (2− x) = 0, (5.1)
one notices that F [R(N)] = −F [R(QQ)] and that the above a-function is the same as the
one in the identical region in the original electric theory. Since the latter a-function are
constructed via the prescription of [11], one finds that it is consistent with the electric-
magnetic duality.
The origin of the singlet field Nij can also be captured in the original electric theory
by using the auxiliary field method. In the original theory, let us introduce the auxiliary
fields M ij and the Lagrange multipliers Nij to turn on the superpotential
W = Nij
(
QiQj − hM ij
)
, (5.2)
with the parameter h. It does not change the original theory at all, as far as h is non-zero.
The equations of motion give the constraints
QiQj = hM ij , hNij = 0. (5.3)
1For NQ = 7, the coupling constant h˜
′′ of the additional interaction term (3.3) also goes to zero.
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Wmag =Mq¯ s q¯ + Y qq¯ + det s
Magnetic Theory
Wmag = Y qq¯ + det s
Magnetic Theory
Wele = 0
Electric Theory
Wele = NQQ
Electric Theory
Dual Dual
Original dual pair Another dual pair
The identical IR fixed point
Figure 5.1: Two dual pairs flow to the identical IR fixed point.
Substituting them into (5.2), one can return to the original theory.
One can conceive that when the meson operator hits the unitarity bound, the parameter
h goes to zero in the infrared, due to the consistency with the result that the singlet M ij
becomes free in the magnetic theory. In this case, the first equation of motion in (5.3) gives
QiQj = 0 while the second one gives the trivial identity 0 = 0. It is consistent with the
result that the composites QiQj decouple from the interacting system in the original theory
while the chiral primary operator Nij is gained. Here, the decoupled free meson operators
correspond to M ij , which are not related with vectors Qi of the interacting system any
more. Furthermore, when h goes to zero, one obtains the superpotential Wele of the other
electric theory introduced in subsection 3.1.1. It means that the original electric theory
flows into the other electric theory with Wele and thus is consistent with the magnetic
picture.
One may raise a question whether the auxiliary field method affects our results via
a-maximization in the last section, because we introduced the auxiliary fields M ij and the
Lagrange multipliers Nij charged under U(1)×U(1)R. This is however not the case, since
as has been discussed in [12], the massive fields M ij and Nij do not contribute to the
a-function, due to (5.1). But, once the singlet M ij hits the unitarity bound, an accidental
U(1)M symmetry appears to fix the U(1)R charge of M
ij to 2/3. On the other hand, the
singlets Nij are still interacting with the vectors Q
i in the superpotential, and their U(1)R
charge remains unchanged and contributes as F [R(Nij)] = F [2 − R(QiQj)] = −F [2R(Q)]
to the a-function;
F [R(M)] + F [R(N)] ⇒ F (2/3) + F [2− R(QiQj)] = −F [2R(Q)] + F0.
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One can thus see that it gives the identical procedure to what we have done when the meson
M ij hits the unitarity bound. This discussion gives a strong support for the prescription
(2.64) in section 2.3. A similar support for it have been given in [36], where N = 1
supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory with an antisymmetric tensor and antifundamentals
was studied via a-maximization.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
In this article, by using the electric-magnetic duality and a-maximization to study four-
dimensional supersymmetric N = 1 Spin(10) gauge theories with chiral superfields in the
vector and the spinor representations at the superconformal infrared fixed point, we have
discussed their low-energy physics. In particular, a-maximization allowed us to understand
it in more detail, compared to the previous results [3, 4, 7] on the theories.
In the one spinor case, among 7 ≤ NQ ≤ 21 in the non-Abelian Coulomb phase, for
7 ≤ NQ ≤ 9, only the meson operator hits the unitarity bound to be free in the infrared.
For the other flavor number NQ, no gauge invariant operators hit the unitarity bound.
In the two spinor case, the results are quite parallel to that in the one spinor case.
Among 6 ≤ NQ ≤ 19 in the non-Abelian Coulomb phase, for NQ = 6, 7, only the meson
operator also hits the unitarity bound to be free in the infrared. For the other flavor
number NQ, no gauge invariant operators hit the unitarity bound.
In both the cases, the local maximum we found was confirmed to be identical in both
of the electric theory and the magnetic theory.
We have also discussed the physical implication of the decoupling meson operator - the
renormalization flows of two electric-magnetic dual pairs into a single nontrivial infrared
fixed point - by the three steps; calculating the conformal dimension of the interaction
term of the meson in the magnetic superpotential, finding another electric-magnetic dual
pair, and using the auxiliary field method.
In our analysis, two subtle points prevents us from completing the a-maximization
procedure for the Spin(10) gauge theories, as discussed in detail. One of them is the
mismatch of the classical chiral rings of the electric-magnetic dual pairs. It means that a
gauge invariant operator does not have their counterpart in the dual description. Therefore,
at the value of the trial U(1)R charge where the operator hits the unitarity bound, the
local trial a-function differs from the one in the dual theory. Thus, the a-maximization
procedure might give different results in the electric theory from the one in the magnetic
theory. Fortunately, this was not the case for our theories. However, in order to implement
our a-maximization procedure completely, we need to understand the chiral ring of the
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dual theories quantum-mechanically. It would also help to establish the electric-magnetic
duality itself of the Spin(10) gauge theories completely,
As for the other subtle point, we need to know how to extend the method of a-
maximization for a Lorentz spinor operator, and also for an operator in any non-trivial
representation of the Lorentz group. In our cases, the operator D1α is such a operator.
Again, fortunately, the local maximum of the trial a-function is found to be outside the
region where the operator D1α hits the unitarity bound. But, it does not necessarily mean
that there is no local maximum inside the region. Therefore, it would be interesting to
know the extension of a-maximization for the operator D1α.
Besides the two subtleties, during the a-maximization procedure in the two spinor case,
we have assumed in the magnetic theory that the gauge coupling constants of the magnetic
gauge groups SU(NQ−3) and Sp(1) both have non-zero values at the infrared fixed point.
However, from the one-loop beta functions of the two gauge couplings, one can see that
SU(NQ−3) is asymptotically free for NQ ≥ 7 and Sp(1) is asymptotically free for NQ ≤ 7,
perturbatively. Therefore, either of the gauge interactions could be free at the infrared
fixed point. Thus, if the perturbation of both the interactions were reliable even in the
infrared, the gauge coupling constant of SU(NQ − 3) would vanish for NQ = 6 and that of
Sp(1) would vanish for 8 ≤ NQ ≤ 19 at the fixed point. We will argue just below that the
method of a-maximization could also have been used to know whether this is the case or
not. Although our results suggest that this is not the case, it may offer another enjoyable
application of a-maximization [36, 37, 38].
Let us suppose that, for NQ = 6, the coupling constant gSU of the SU(NQ − 3) gauge
interaction goes to zero in the infrared. The NVSZ beta function [23] of the gauge coupling
gSU is given by
βSU(gSU , gSp) = −
g3SU
16π2
3(NQ − 3)−
∑
i T (ρi)(1− γi(gSU , gSp))
1− (NQ − 3)(g2SU/8π
2)
, (6.1)
where γi is the anomalous dimension of the matter field labeled by i and T (ρi) denotes
the usual index of its representation ρi. Under our assumption, in the infrared the beta
function can be expanded in powers of the gauge coupling gSU as
βSU(gSU , gSp) = β0(gSp)g
3
SU + β1(gSp)g
5
SU + · · · , (6.2)
where
β0(gSp) = −
1
16π2
[
3(NQ − 3)−
∑
i
T (ρi)(1− γi(gSU = 0, gSp))
]
. (6.3)
Therefore, in order to reach the infrared fixed point (g∗SU = 0, g
∗
Sp), the beta function
coefficient β0(g
∗
Sp) must be positive - the infrared fixed point (g
∗
SU = 0, g
∗
Sp) must be an
attractive point of the renormalization group flow.
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It is generically difficult to calculate the beta function coefficient β0(g
∗
Sp), especially
when the gauge coupling g∗Sp cannot be treated perturbatively. However, the anomalous
dimensions γi(g
∗
SU = 0, g
∗
Sp) are related to the superconformal U(1)R charges via γi(g
∗
SU =
0, g∗Sp) = 3Ri − 2 as in (2.33). In order to obtain the superconformal U(1)R charges, one
may set the gauge coupling gSU to zero at the ultraviolet cutoff and then carry out a-
maximization. If one can identify the infrared fixed point (g∗SU = 0, g
∗
Sp) as one of the local
maxima of the global trial a-function, and if no gauge invariant composite operator hits
the unitarity bound, one can determine the U(1)R charge Ri of the elementary field, and
thus the coefficient β0(g
∗
Sp).
In order to determine the coefficient β0(g
∗
Sp), let us begin with the magnetic theory
for NQ = 6 with gSU = 0 - the Sp(1) gauge theory. All the Sp(1) gauge invariant chiral
primary operators are M , Y , q¯, q, s, and the composites
εαβ q¯
′
a
αI q¯′b
βJ , εαβ q¯
′
a
αItβJ , εαβt
αItβJ . (6.4)
Since we do not impose the anomaly free condition coming from the SU(NQ − 3) gauge
interaction for the global U(1) symmetries, one has one extra global U(1) symmetry, and
thus the trial a-function depends on two parameters. It seems formidable to obtain the
global trial a-function in the whole two-dimensional parameter space. But, we found at
least one local maximum in the range where M , Y , and q¯ hit the unitarity bounds. At the
local maximum, the U(1)R charge of each field can numerically be read as follows:
q¯ q¯′ q s t M Y
2/3 0.4858 0.9716 1.028 0.5426 2/3 2/3
Substituting the U(1)R charges in the above list into the coefficient
β0(g
∗
Sp) = −
3
16π2
[
(NQ − 3)−
∑
i
T (ρi)(Ri − 1)
]
, (6.5)
since one can see that [(NQ − 3)−
∑
i T (ρi)(Ri − 1)] ≃ 1, the coefficient β0(g
∗
Sp) is negative
- the infrared fixed point into which the theory with gSU 6= 0 at the cutoff never flows in
the infrared.
If there was no more local maximum of the global trial a-function, the above argument
would prove our assumption about the gauge couplings. Therefore, it would be interest-
ing to carry out the a-maximization procedure completely in this system to confirm the
assumption.
In the case where the gauge coupling gSp goes to zero in the infrared instead, a similar
discussion can be made for 8 ≤ NQ ≤ 19. The SU(NQ − 3) gauge invariant operators are
the elementary field t and the composites
Aα(IJK) = qaX(σXσ2)
(IJ q¯′a
|α|K),
(P1)
α
i1···iNQ−4
= εa1···aNQ−3 q¯′a1
αI q¯a2i1 · · · q¯aNQ−3iNQ−4 ,
(P3)
α
i1···iNQ−6
= εa1···aNQ−3 q¯′a1
α1I1 · · · q¯′a3
α3I3 q¯a4i1 · · · q¯aNQ−3iNQ−6, (6.6)
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NQ 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
q¯ 0.516 0.482 0.462 0.440 0.417 0.396 0.376 0.357 0.339 0.323 0.308 0.295
q¯′ 0.8 0.833 0.857 0.876 0.891 0.902 0.911 0.919 0.925 0.931 0.935 0.939
q 0.623 0.555 0.462 0.395 0.341 0.297 0.262 0.233 0.208 0.187 0.169 0.154
s 0.4 0.333 0.285 0.248 0.219 0.196 0.178 0.162 0.150 0.139 0.129 0.121
t 2/3 2/3 0.680 0.729 0.769 0.801 0.827 0.849 0.867 0.882 0.895 0.907
M 2/3 0.704 0.791 0.873 0.946 1.012 1.071 1.124 1.171 1.214 1.254 1.289
Y 0.861 0.963 1.076 1.166 1.242 1.307 1.362 1.411 1.453 1.490 1.522 1.551
Table 6.1: The U(1)R charges under the assumption that the Sp(1) gauge interaction is
IR free.
as well as the operators which are the same as SU(NQ−3)×Sp(1) gauge invariant operators
except for H and G, which can be expressed in this case as the product of SU(NQ − 3)
gauge invariant operators.
We also found the local maximum of the trial a-function; for NQ = 8, in the range
where M and t hit the unitarity bounds, for NQ = 9, where t hits the unitarity bound,
and for 10 ≤ NQ ≤ 19, no operator hits the unitarity bound. The U(1)R charges of the
fields are given in Table 6.1. Using the U(1)R charges, one can see that the NSVZ beta
function becomes negative for all 8 ≤ NQ ≤ 19. It implies that the system does not flow
in the infrared into the point which the above local maximum suggests. Since the analysis
of a-maximization in this case also is far from complete, it would be interesting to be done
thoroughly.
In our analysis, the trial a-function has a unique local maximum under the assumptions
mentioned above. Within a region with the same content of decoupling gauge invariant
operators in the whole parameter space, one can find at most a single local maximum,
but in another region, one could obtain another local maximum, where one should find
the different content of interacting gauge invariant operators. It may suggest that one
could find more than one local maximum over the whole parameter space to lose definitive
results on which linear combination of the U(1) symmetries is the superconformal U(1)R
symmetry. The weak version of the diagnostic in the paper [33] could however be a way
out of this problem. It says, “the correct IR phase is the one with the larger value of the
conformal anomaly a”. It would thus be very interesting to find models with more than
one local maximum of the function a(x) and to study the renormalization group flow in
such models.
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